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A COMPARISON OF SUBREGIONAL LUMBER, PLYWOOD AND LOG

MARKETS IN THE DOUGLAS-FIR REGION

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

GENERAL PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

Development and coordination of long-term natural

resources management plans at the national, regional, and

National Forest levels is called for by the Forest and

Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974 (RPA),

and the National Forest Management Act of 1976. The de-

sirability of plan consistency within and across admin-

istrative levels is recognized by national policy makers

in analyzing effects of national decisions at the ground

level, and by local managers in their efforts to provide

insight to the regional and national planning process.

Consequently, plans at each level must be structured to

provide information to the higher levels (via aggrega-

tion), to accept information passed downward through the

system (via disaggregation) and to maintain integrity of

the system as a whole (via interaction within levels).

Currently, analyses of timber management alterna-

tives at the National Forest level employ market informa-

tion (i.e. stumpage prices) developed at the regional

level (Haynes et al, 1980). Such information is, in
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part, based on generalizing assumptions about the manage-

ment trends and costs of National Forest timber, homo-

geneity of the timber resource, harvesting and processing

technology, and the absence of influential market inter-

actions among wood suppliers within a region. Hence, the

prices used at the National Forest level do not reflect

local variations in factors such as the distribution of

available wood species mix, quality, and material size;

the location and accessibility of timber relative to

processing plants; and the competition imposed by sur-

rounding wood suppliers and processors.

Consequently, within the RPA planning and assessment

framework, information passed upward through the system

is restricted in its representation of the potential

ground level situation while information reaching the

National Forest level from above is not utilized in a

manner conducive to revealing a complete sequence of

applicable economic impacts. A technique is needed that

consistently portrays the resource and market situation

for each National Forest's stumpage supply.

Study Objectives

This study assesses local log market factors

including the impacts of location and accessibility of
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timber relative to processing plants, distribution of

available species mix, quality and material size, and

competition imposed by surrounding wood suppliers. Given

the available information the objectives of the study

are:

To quantify differences in log demand and sup-

ply characteristics at the subregional level.

To determine if there exist significant sub-

regional differences in the price elasticities of

product supply (log consumption) across demand centers.

To determine if there exist significant sub-

regional differences in the price elasticities of supply

of logs across supply centers by species classes.

To determine if the distribution of harvests by

species proportions from each supply subregion differs

from the Douglas-fir regional average.

To evaluate the suitability of linking this

local log market model to a regional timber market model.

Justification

In general, an analytical tool which reflects local

market conditions would enhance public timber management

planning efforts at the National Forest level by pro-

viding information which better reflects prevailing mar-

ket situations. Specifically, this type of analysis
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would allow National Forest planners and other public

timberland managers to inspect the local market impacts

of certain management regimes or changes in forest policy

concerns such as departure from non-declining even-flow

harvest specifications. Land withdrawals result in re-

duced harvest flow. It has also been suggested that

temporary augmentation of harvests above non-declining

even-flow levels could ease problems associated with

interim reductions in private harvest.

A subregional market analysis may also be valuable

to planners in the private sector of the timber and wood

products industry by providing for more informed in-

vestment decisions (e.g. mill capacity adjustments)

through increased awareness of the form (e.g. size, spe-

cies, quality characteristics) of expected future wood

supplies. Finally, such market information would support

development and coordination of the RPA process by as-

sessing the need to model particular regionas at a sub-

regional level. Scrutiny of local markets may reveal

that they operate in a fashion quite similar to the

estimated generalized regional markets. If so, regional

market information (e.g. price elasticities) may provide

adequate representations of the subregional markets. But

if there exist significant differences among subregions
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and between subregions and the region, a subregional

market analysis would also add to the RPA process by

preparing the groundwork for development of a regional-

subregional linkage model. Such a model would provide a

vehicle for identifying the consequences of management

policy decisions throughout all planning levels.

This project addresses these planning needs. Speci-

fically, market factors contributing to stumpage price

differentials within a region are defined and analyzed to

determine if such high resolution comparisons are possi-

ble and if so, to provide the preliminary equations for

projecting local stumpage prices over time. The analysis

uses the Douglas-fir region (the western half of Oregon

and Washington) as a case study, but its general formula-

tion might be applicable in other areas nationwide.

SPECIFIC CONCERNS AND PREVIOUS WORK

Existence of Subregions

Currently, the RPA process employs the Timber

Assessment Market Model, TAMM (Adams and Haynes, 1980) to

make long-range timber projections and to evaluate public

policy. For certain geographically defined regions of

the United States, TAMM projects price, production, and

consumption behavior in timber and wood products markets.
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Each region is delineated by relative homogeneity of har-

vested timber species, harvesting/processing technology,

and composition of product output. The timber market

activities within each region stand alone and log trade

interactions among regions are limited. While the pro-

duction and consumption activity generalizations may be

appropriate for the purposes of regional and national

projections, they lack adequate detail for projections at

the subregional level.

Examination of each region reveals that it is made

up of different owner groups (e.g., public: national,

state, local, and BLM; private: industrial, and non-

industrial) each of which operates with differing objec-

tives, cost and investment constraints, and resource

characteristics (Knapp, 1980). In addition, within each

region's general classification of processing categories,

there exists a range of processing plant types each

distinguished by degree of production efficiency and

capacity, ability to utilize small materials, and access-

ability to wood supplies.

Market Factors

Demand for wood is derived from the demand for

processed goods (Gregory, 1972; Haynes, 1977). Interac-

tions between the wood supply sector and the processing
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sector largely determine the market clearing prices,

quantities, and flow direction of logs. Mill capacity

adjustments, production factor productivity changes, log

size reductions and increases in accessibility will all

define and shift market boundaries.

Historically these factors have fluctuated locally

over time. These changes are elaborated on in the next

section; however, as an example, Howard and Hiserote

(1978) report that in Oregon and Washington between 1968

and 1976, the number of mills per capacity class shifted.

As mills expanded, contracted, closed down or were re-

placed, log consumption patterns changed spatially over

time, thereby instigating changes in the direction, mag-

nitude, and prices of wood flows from marginally located

forests.

Another factor affecting local markets is the size

of harvested material. Although National Forests con-

tinue to supply large logs, in general log size has de-

creased over time in the Douglas-fir region, Wall (1972).

Mills technologically capable of utilizing large and

small material will hold an advantage over other mills,

potentially allowing investments and capacity ad-

justments. This situation allows the more advanced mills

to compete for wood fiber over an expanded area. Conse-
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quently, the prices, quantities1 and flow direction of

wood from relevant National Forsts could change over

time. Inspection of such shifts will allow refined esti-

mates of the timber situation faced by individual

National Forests in the long-term, as well as provide

price estimates of stumpage in the short-term.

Existing local timber analyses assume known prices,

price trends, or range of prices faced by the local

planner (Johnson et al., 1980; Hof, 1982; Barros and

Weintraub, 1982; Olsen et al, 1982). These prices are

most often exogenously determined. But in fact, issues

addressed in National Forest plans call for identifica-

tion of impacts resulting from policy and management

actions. Such impacts reasonably include price changes

and subsequent economy responses. If market reactions are

determined based on local conditions, a more representa-

tive sequence of economic impacts may be revealed.

Few studies have modeled subregional log markets,

while many have underscored the need for them. Most re-

search has concentrated on the aggregate or firm levels,

where more reliable data sets are available (McKillop,

1967; Adams and Blackwell, 1973; Mills and Manthy, 1974;

Adams and Haynes, 1980). However, some subregional

modeling attempts have been made.

Such research has primarily focused on the supply
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side of the market system (U.S.D.A. Forest Service, 1969;

Beuter et al, 1976; LeVere et al, 1987). While many of

these studies provide inspection of land owner harvest

and management decisions at detailed levels, they are

unable to address the subsequent impacts of changes in

harvests on the processing sector and on the log market

as a whole. In many cases, the products, prices and

technology from which stumpage demand is derived, are

considered at a constant or steadily changing level in-

dependent of fluctuations in timber supply.

For example, for local areas within Oregon, Beuter

et al., (1976) developed an inventory projection model

according to owner group, diameter class and harvest

method. He then simulated timber availability in the

future according to differing scenarios of land use

changes, management practices, and policy regulations.

These projections were disaggregated to the local level;

yet they were based only on supply characteristics. Re-

sponsive demand side influences and market interactions

were not incorporated. Also, spatial interactions were

ignored. Each area was defined as a timbershed, where

timber is harvested and processed within established

areal boundaries. While the authors admitted that log

production surpluses in one timbershed might be used to
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balance deficits in other timbersheds there was no dis-

cussion of the timbershedst characteristics (economic

advantages) that would drive such trade and other market

interact ions.

LeVere et al (1987) also used a timber supply pro-

jection model to assess subregional harvest potentials.

The purpose of the simulations was to assess whether the

impending decrease in supply from forest industry lands

in Idaho could be offset by supplies from other owner-

ships. Resultant employment and income levels were also

calculated using fixed (input/output) ratios. A steady

state harvest level was determined based on a ten year

historical average. While this average initial level

represented equilibrium in demand and supply markets,

subsequent simulated levels did not incorporate demand

and supply behavioral interactions. Therefore the har-

vest volume projections were independent of price

changes. This lack of a subregional market assessment

method and other limitations were discussed by the

authors. In particular, the processed species mix and

processing and harvesting technology (efficiency) were

not allowed to change. As the authors noted, this was

quite limiting in that in the state of Idaho, wood

products plants are tooled for the particular species

being cut currently in the mill area, (LeVere et al,
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1987, pp. 57).

Jackson (1983) used an econometric model to illus-

trate that distortions in estimates can occur unless both

demand and supply relations are simultaneously incor-

porated into a subregional analysis. His model was de-

signed to estimate equilibrium stumpage quantities using

stumpage price, final product price and area of commer-

cial forest land. In the study, a demand and supply

equation was estimated for the entire state of Montana.

It did not appear to account for profitability, capacity

and nonwood production costs. Land use changes were

exogenously proxied by total commercial timberland, and

it was not clear if the data employed were for one spe-

cies in particular or for a weighted average configura-

tion. Variations in timber ownership and species pat-

terns or processing plant technologies were not re-

flected. Hence market differences within the state as a

whole were not determined.

Cardellichio and Veltkamp (1981) projected half

state (western Washington and western Oregon) comparisons

of timber and wood products markets through regionally

simulated end use demand schedules and a timber inventory

model. Timber availability projections were adjusted by

demand characteristics (e.g. installed capacity and spa-
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tial distribution of timber relative to mill capacity)

providing an approximation of economically optimal timber

supplies. Simulations were based on data collected at a

fairly aggregate level, national trends in key economic

variables, many regional relationsips (Oregon, Washington

and Idaho comprise the Pacific Northwest region in their

study), some subregional (half state) level relationsips,

and behavioral relationships observed in recent time

periods for particular economic areas.

One currently ongoing research effort also employs

simulation methods to model timber markets within one

subregion. Circumventing the data problems indicative of

localized econometric analyses, Connaughton et al (1985,

1986) use simulation methods to describe timber flow pat-

terns within southwestern Oregon. Generalized Equili-

brium Modeling (Decision Focus Incorporated) software

synthesizes observed and estimated behavioral relation-

ships and production possibilites among particular forest

market relations.

This analysis represents a substantially detailed

breakdown of the commercial timberland resource in south-

western Oregon. Differences in ownership, site quality

and diameter classes are isolated, as well as a differen-

tiation among two types of sawmills and one plywood

processing type. Further work by Connaughton et al is
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ongoing to determine the suitability and plausibility in

extending this approach to other subregions. In particu-

lar, as noted by the authors, the expansion of demand

side influences in the simulation could be useful. Other

concerns include the availability of information on the

detailed relationships required for this approach, and

the interactions of demand and supply factors which are

not captured in the recent historical time period over

which relationships were gauged.

Historical Subregional Differences and Timber Flow

Patterns

General comparisons of log supply and demand factors

within the Douglas-fir region show north to south varia-

tions. Regarding the resource base on the supply side,

the high productivity rain forests of Washington's

coastal mixed timber stands contrast sharply with the

drier, hard-to-regenerate Douglas-fir predominant stands

in southwest Oregon (Wall, 1983). In demand, the majori-

ty of western Washington's counties have a mix of small

and large sawmills, veneer and plywood plants while

southwestern Oregon is characterized by predominantly

large, high capacity mills, (Manock et al, 1969; Bergvall

and Gedney, 1970; Bergvall and Holtcamp, 1971; Wall,
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1972; Schuldt and Howard, 1973; Bergvall et al, 1975,

1977; Howard and Hiserote 1978; Howard, 1984). According

to these sources, the composition of mill types has

shifted over time, particularly in the middle section of

the Douglas-fir region (southwestern Washington and

northwestern Oregon). These general differences and

their changes over time set the stage for the historical

directional shifts in log flows.

Wall (1972) details these shifts using county data

for 1925 - 1970 and a "center of gravity" approach (Wall,

1972, pp. 3). He also describes the prevailing resource

and market conditions which contributed to the movements

of these geographical centers of log production. Al-

though Wall's discussion will not be repeated here, cer-

tain aspects of it are summarized in order to display

some of the historical market fluctuations within the

Douglas-fir region.

In western Washington log production exceeded that

of western Oregon until the late 1930's. As the U.S.

economy expanded after the depression and World War II,

Oregon's log production rose above Washington's, (refer

to Figure 1), primarily because of the greater availabi-

lity and accessibility of private timber sources.

Accessible private commercial Douglas-fir old growth

stock had been depleted in Washington in the earlier
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years; so investments in processing plants gradually

moved south. As Washington's processing plants became

outdated relative to Oregon's facilities, the increasing

demand for Oregon's timber supplies allowed log produc-

tion to continually rise over Washington's log output.

Refer to Figure 2 for a comparison of the trends in

western Oregon's and Washington's sawmill expansions.

In the late 1950's and early 1960's Washington's

second-growth Douglas-fir timber supplies became harvest-

able. Also at this time old growth stands of other

species in Washington were harvested for the first time.

This started an upward trend in Washington's timber out-

put; as a result, mill investments and renovations in-

creased, Lumberman (annual issues, 1946-1961).

During the mid-1960's there was an increase in

softwood log exports along with an increase in log demand

by the burgeoning plywood industry. Figure 3 compares

western Oregon's and Washington's plywood and veneer pro-

duction and capacity. Oregon's plywood industry exceeds

Washington's due to the availability of old growth stands

which provide high quality peeler logs. The trade and

structural changes in the plywood industry kept Oregon's

harvest fairly high and in excess of Washington's har-

vests. Yet during this period, harvests increased in

Washington until the late 1960's. At that time harvests
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droppedin both states yet rebounded in the mid-1970's as

lumber demand increased when the number of housing starts

rose as adults grown from the World War II baby boom era

entered the housing market. However, this expansion was

short lived. In 1979 and the early 1980's log production

in both states fell due to the depressed national econo-

my, altered expectations about the future and the in-

crease in Canadian lumber production (Ruderman and

Haynes, 1986).

As expected, the preceding figures show that, in

general, directional shifts are similar between Oregon's

and Washington's log and lumber markets. Yet in many

cases, the peaks and troughs are delayed one or two years

or are of different magnitudes proportionate to total

levels. These lags and differing magnitudes suggest that

the Oregon and Washington half-state areas respond some-

what differently to market signals. In part, this re-

flects different resource and production capabilities, as

well as a difference between the two state's export

magnitudes. These and other fluctuations in and between

each state's forest and wood products industries reveal

that Oregon's and Washington's log markets don't always

move together. As indicated above, expansions occur at

different times. Depending on the predominant log

source, the availability and marketable configuration of
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raw material may vary. This variability in conditions

leads to nonuniform realized timber prices within the

region. Greater variability may exist given closer in-

spection at a more detailed or local level.

Market Boundary Theory

Boundaries of wood products markets are tradi-

tionally delineated geographically, and are distin-

guished by relatively homogeneous resource character-

istics, similar production processes and stumpage mar-

kets, and active trading such that arbitrage guarantees

roughly equal homogeneous product and stumpage prices.

For example, in Oregon timber-based employment, trade

flow information, timber resource characteristics and

historical marketing structure of the industry have de-

fined economic areas termed "timber-sheds," (Beuter et

al, 1976; Howard and Hiserote, 1978). These examples

result in the division of Oregon into areas characterized

by high percentages of harvested logs which are processed

in the same area: at least 67% during 1966 and 1976

(Beuter et al, 1976) and an average of 88% in 1976

(Howard and Hiserote 1972). In general, these and other

analyses do not consider interactions among subregions;

although some international trade flows are allowed.
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To facilitate Forest Service planning endeavors,

market regions are normally defined in individual, com-

bined, or partitioned Forest Service regions. Yet, in

reality, these regions and their broken down counter-

parts are not spatially isolated. As stated above,

interactions among them affect immediately local prices,

prices at other locations, and the supply from pr ice-

responsive ownerships, thereby potentially reorganizing

the structure and behavior of the industry as reflected

in shifting market shares and utilization patterns.

In light of these dynamics, a more informative pic-

ture of local stumpage markets would allow for shifting

market boundaries, where depending on comparative advan-

tages, subregion or market boundaries could expand or

contract according to external and local influences over

time. Such changes are supported by basic log flow data

for Oregon and Washington (Ruderman, 1979; Bassett and

Oswald, 1982; Bergvall et al, 1979).

Using Fetter's (1924) RLaw of Market Areasw the

boundary between markets is established where the site

prices for opposing markets are equal, as represented in

Figure 4. Note that processing costs also influence the

market boundary. For example, if Mill B's production

costs are greater (cost schedule X + Y) than Mill A's,

its market area is decreased.
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Figure 4. Site Pricing with Differential Cost Structures.
Equal site prices delineate the market boundary. With
equal cost structures (XA = XR) each mill's market area is
the same size (OE = EN), and timber supplies located at J
are sold to Mill B at price P0. However, market area
shares are unequal if production costs differ, as shown
when Mill B's costs are greater than Mill A's (XA < (XB +
Y)) where OF > FG. In this case, timber supplies located
aE J are sold to Mill A for price P1.
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The interspersion of private industrial stumpage sup-

pliers among the National Forests confounds the process

of defining market boundaries in the site price context.

Individual suppliers may be linked to a mill in an inte-

grated production process, thereby potentially changing

the pricing mechanism.1 In addition, private non-

industrial owners operating under objectives other than

profit maximization (e.g. amenity values, immediate in-

come needs) may provide timber under a different schedule

than surrounding timber suppliers, thereby potentially

altering the competitively determined market boundaries

over time.

Also, the detail required for mapping log flows from

individual forests to individual mills is beyond the

scope of this project. While such detail may be reason-

able in areas dominated by few high capacity mills, it is

impractical for regions characterized by many mills of

various sizes as is the case in the Pacific Northwest.

Regardless of the complexities associated with mech-

anically portraying shifting market boundaries, the moti-

vating philosophy for the preceding discussion suggests

1 In an integrated process, logs may bypass the market
place. Opportunity costs can motivate suppliers to pass
along roundwood at a price equal to the market value.
However, in the transfer pricing of an integrated firm,
or if operating under a guaranteed long term price (con-
tract)1 the supplier might sell logs at some price other
than the current market price.
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that a spatial model providing for dynamically changing

market boundaries may better represent subregional market

influences on National Forest stumpage prices than do

traditionally employed geographical market delineations.

And ideally, such a model would incorporate local market

descriptors such as resource, ownership and mill techno-

logy variations.

Linkage to Regional Assessments

TAMM employs highly aggregated information to de-

velop projections of price, production and consumption

behavior for large geographical units or regions. For

example, TAMM is structured on assumed harvest levels

from all of the National Forests within each region.

This aggregation allows representative projections to be

made for the regional and national levels but obscures

detailed analysis of the timber and wood product market

situation at a finer resolution. Nevertheless, TAMM

provides a powerful tool for quantifying present and

future market impacts and for evaluating regional and

national impacts of public policy. Its current and fu-

ture use in the RPA process is assured. This calls for

analytical consistency between a subregional model and

TAM?!, implying that subregional projections must somehow

interface with TAMM's regional projections.
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The ability of a linkage model to pass information

up and down between analysis levels largely relies on (1)

the degree of detail required at each level for providing

useful situational assessments, and (2) the ability of

analytical procedures to aggregate or disaggregate de--

tails so that they conform to the information require-

ments of the receiving level. Some of the inputs for

TAMM could be provided as output from subregional projec-

tions. These may include log prices and processing

costs, over-run and recovery factors, transportation

costs, mill capacity change trends, and volumes har-

vested.

RESEARCH STRUCTURE

The research described in the remaining chapters is

structured in four parts:

Delineation of log demand and supply

centers within the Douglas-fir region;

Specification of price responsive demand

and supply functions for the centers;

Compilation of data theoretically relevant

to demand and supply functions;

Estimation and comparison of market equa-

tions.



CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY

The following sections define the log demand and

supply centers within the Pacific Northwest, identify the

structure used to estimate each center's log consumption

or production capabilities and describe the data collec-

tion process.

DEMAND AND SUPPLY CENTERS

Delineation

The Douglas-fir region can be compartmentalized into

demand and supply centers. These supply and demand cen-

ters are equivalent to the forests and mills respectively

of Figures 4. Supply centers are characterized by a

configuration of timberland ownerships and timber species

composition. In the same regard, demand centers include

a mix of mill sizes and product types.

All centers are geographically delineated along

county boundaries. Supply center counties were grouped

by timber resource characteristics such as similar spe-

cies composition, terrain and information on historical

log flow trends. This information was collected from log

production studies (Austin, 1969b; Wall, 1972) and mill

surveys (Manock et al, 1969; Bergvall and Gedney, 1970;

26
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Bergvall and Holtcamp, 1971; Wall, 1972; Schuldt and

Howard, 1973; Bergvall et al, 1975, 1977; Howard and

Hiserote 1978; Howard, 1984). Demand centers were de-

fined according to mill groupings by size and similar

distribution of capabilities. Mill capabilities were

characterized by output type and composition of capacity

level mixes. This information was derived from the mill

studies cited above. Identification of demand centers

also involved inspection of general historical log flow

patterns available in the log production studies cited

above.

Grouping the demand and supply centers by similar

characteristics provided a more consistent framework on

which to base the estimated directional flows hypothe-

sized in the site-price context (Figure 4). Inspecting

historical log flows also assisted in defining centers

since a convergence of flows from various directions

indicated that a processing center (or "mill" in Figure

4) existed which utilized a certain configuration of raw

material. If a supply center (or "forest" in Figure 4)

produced logs with different characteristics (e.g. spe-

cies and size distributions), it was isolated so that its

ability to provide useable material to the processing

center could be specifically assessed. This way distin-
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guishing resource characteristics were not lost amidst a

generalization.

Centers are depicted in Figures 5 and 6. Note

that, for the most part, supply and demand center bound-

aries overlap each other. So, although the spatial and

resource description requirements of the analysis require

on-the-ground location of these centers, market boundary

flexibility is preserved through the superimposition of

the demand and supply center delineations.

Finally, demand and supply center delineations were

compared to the "timbersheds" defined in a previous

timber harvest study (Beuter et al, 1976). In this

study, western Oregon was separated into seven timber-

sheds according to timber-based employment, timber flow

characterisitics, and the observation that most of the

timber harvested in a timbershed was processed within the

same timbershed for the years 1966 and 1972. In com-

paring timbershed delineations to this study's demand and

supply center delineations, some center boundaries pre-

cisely coincide while other boundaries are only approxi-

mately similar. Differences are attributed to the dis-

similarities in area delination criteria sets, study

dimensions and study objectives.
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Figure 5. Demand Center Delineation. Demand centers in
the Douglas-fir region are delineated by similarities in
the distribution of mill capabilities and their trends and
by historical log consumption patterns. The following
counties comprise the specified demand center:

Island, King, Kitsap, Pierce, San Juan, Skagit,
Snohomish, Whatcom;

Clallam, Grays Harbor, Jefferson, Lewis, Mason,
Pacific, Thurston;

Benton, Clackamas, Clark, Columbia, Cowlitz, Hood
River, Linn, Marion, Multnomah, Polk, Skamania,
Wahkiakum, Washington, Yamhill;

Clatsop, Lincoln, Tillamook;

Douglas, Lane;

Jackson, Josephine;

Coos, Curry.
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Figure 6. Supply Center Delineation. Supply centers in
the Douglas-fir region are characterized by similar
species composition and terrain. The following counties
comprise the specified supply center:

Island, King, Kitsap, Pierce, San Juan, Skagit,
Snohomish, Whatcom;

Clallam, Grays Harbor, Jefferson, Mason,
Thurston;

Benton, Clatsop, Clark, Columbia, Cowlitz, Lewis,
Lincoln, Pacific, Polk, Skamania, Tillamook,
Wahkiakum, Washington, Yamhill;

Clackamas, Hood River, Linn, Marion, Multnomah;

Lane;

Coos, Curry, Douglas;

Jackson, Josephine.
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Character izat ion

Local short- and long-run log production output

fluctuations within the Douglas-fir region are reflected

in Figures 7 - 10. For example, Figure 7 (divided into

two graphs for clarity) shows that in the beginning of

the 1945 - 1982 sample period, long-term major lumber

output declines generally occur earlier, the more

northern the subregion: 1947 for Demand Subregion I

(DRI), 1948 for DRII, 1950 for DRill, 1952 for DRIV, 1956

for DRy, 1955 for DRVI and 1959 for DRVII. This began a

period of productivity changes in the lumber industry.

Greber and White (1982) found that during the 1950's and

1960's many small sawmills in the United States dropped

out of business, while technical changes in the larger

mills was attributed to an increase in labor productivi-

ty, particularly in materials handling.

As expected, short-term output fluctuations occur

more simultaneously across demand regions in response to

national business cycles. For example, lumber production

across demand centers began dropping in 1972 - 1973,

started upward in 1975 as expectations changed and

housing starts increased, then dropped sharply again in

1979 as the housing market collapsed, profit margins

33
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dropped and producers left the market.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 display production trends in the

plywood/veneer, board and pulp industries respectively.

The staggered declines noted for lumber across demand

centers are not as visable in these other industries.

This is primarily because these industries experienced

rapid structural changes in productivity and end-use de-

mands. Yet some differences are evident.

For example, demand centers III, V and VI are char-

acterized by proportionately more rapid production expan-

sions in the plywood industries (Figure 8) compared with

the Washington and coastal demand centers. This is like-

ly due to the greater availability of high quality peeler

logs from the surrounding supply centers.

The board industry (Figure 9) expands most rapidly

in the same patterns realized by the plywood industry

(demand centers III, V and VI). But for pulp, (Figure

10), it is the northern demand centers which produce and

have expanded to higher production levels relative to

southern demand centers. This may be associated with

imports of roundwood and chipped logs from Canada into

the northern supply centers; although, residue from ply-

wood and lumber production provide the bulk of raw ma-

terial currently used in pulp production. Another factor

providing an advantage in pulp production in the northern
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centers is that as the industry grew in early years, a

sulphite process was primarily employed. It utilized

spruce, hemlock and fir species. Within the Douglas-fir

region, these species are more predominant in northern

supply centers. So, this is where the pulp industry was

first established. During World War II, as the use of

paper and corrugated cardboard invaded the packaging in-

dusty, another pulping process emerged (sulphate or

kraft) which could utilize Douglas-fir species (Hall,

1969). Also at this time, less wasteful debarking and

chipping processes were developed and residue utilization

increased. This might explain the more recently ex-

panding industry in the southern demand centers.

In log supply, harvest patterns differ across supply

centers, depending upon the economic motivation. For ex-

ample, at the end of the lumber decline (in the late

1950's and early 1960's), western Washington's second

growth stock became harvestable and virgin stands of

other species were accessed. Log output increased (refer

to supply centers I, II and III in Figure 11) and

northern demand centers responded with processing plant

reinvestments so that demand centers I, II and III ex-

perienced some production surges during this period while

many of the southern demand centers (IV, VI and VII)

started experiencing general production declines.
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Washington State (1978, 1981, 1982) and Wall (1972a, 1972b, 1972c).
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As discussed earlier, private supplies have contri-

buted to total Douglas-fir regional supply in various

magnitudes within the region. For instance, although not

graphically portrayed here, private contributions peaked

in western Washington (supply centers I, II and III) in

the early 1950's while this peak was delayed until the

late 1950's for western Oregon's log production (supply

centers IV, V, VI and VII). During this time and

throughout most of the 1960's, public supplies grew in

importance in all supply centers due to the increased

allowable cut and the availability of old growth stock.

Allowable cut increased on public lands primarily because

better utilization methods were developed for processing

the logs. This allowed a decrease in the size of mer-

chantable logs, an expectation of increased growth rates

and a decrease in rotation length.

The proportional supply contributions by owner group

in each supply center are identified in Figure 12. These

are volume weighted average distributions over time for

comparison purposes only. The volume weighted average

figures for the Douglas-fir region as a whole are also

included for comparing subregional averages to regional

averages. Again, because management objectives vary a-

cross owner groups, the different harvest source distri-

butions represent differences in current and future
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stumpage availability, accessibility and marketability.

Finally, Figures 13 and 14 display the differences

in configuration of log supplies by species. Figure 13

identifies the volume weighted average mix of species

marketed during 1964 - 19782. Comparing supply centers,

Washington area supply centers (I and II) supply mostly

Western Hemlock in contrast to all other centers which

primarily provide Douglas-fir logs. However, SRVII also

heavily produces Ponderosa Pine, which falls into the

Other Softwood species category. As expected, these

proportions hover around, but in some cases differ mark-

edly from those used by Haynes et al (1980) to weight

Douglas-fir regional stumpage species values (i.e. 54.7%,

21.3% and 24.0% for Douglas-fir, Western Hemlock and

Other Softwoods repectively, 1964 - 1978).

The importance of differing species distribution

becomes evident when considering periods of shifting mar-

ket demand and when comparing periods of high log produc-

tion. Figure 14 compares log production by species in

two supply centers (II and VI). It shows that in supply

center II, where holdings are diverse, various species

are called upon to supplement supply, depending on a-

vailability and marketability. So, in supply center II

2 This period was used for comparison with another study,
discussed shortly.
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Figure 1.4. A Comparison of Harvests by Species
Proportions between Supply Centers Two and Six.
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the weighted average price received for stumpage varies

widely from year to year compared to that in supply

center VI, where the species distribution of harvest

remains fairly constant.

This carries over into the product market (Figure

15) where, for instance, in the demand centers nearest to

supply center II (demand center I, II, III and IV) a

greater proportion of Western Hemlock and other softwood

lumber is produced relative to that produced in the

southern demand centers. This is the case with the

exception of demand center VI, which produces a large

percentage of other softwood lumber, primarily due to its

proximity to the other softwood (Ponderosa Pine) log sup-

ply from supply center VII. (Refer to Figure 13.)



Figure l5a. Prcentage Species Composition of Lumber for
Selected Years

*Note: The indicated years were selected as major peaks
or troughs in species composition changes, except for
1948 and 1982 which were the first and last available
distributions respectively.
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ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF THE LOG MARKET

Differences in local log market components are de-

fined using an econometric approach. Derived demand and

production theory form the economic foundation of the

model. Derived from the demand for wood products, log

consumption in part depends on the mills' efficiency in,

and capacity for, meeting demand through production. At

the same time, log supply from any center depends on log

price and cost measures, the configuration of available

inventory, timberland ownership goals and the supply of

logs imported into the center.

Ideally product supply equations comprising the set

would be derived to allow input levels (e.g. roundwood

and capital) to fluctuate according to their relative

wages and output price. Using this information, implicit

input demand functions could be derived under certain

assumptions involving perfectly mobile resources and the

behavior of the mathematical functions. Principles of

producer behavior theory can be used to formulate long-

run (Marshallian) or short-run (Hicksian) implicit demand

functions.

The long-run case involves specifying a profit

function and solving the profit maximizing first-order

52
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conditions for the derived demand input functions.

Brnnlund et al (1985) have employed this approach, where

sawtimber demand functions were specified by differen-

tiating the present value function with respect to log

price (Hotelling's lemma). The short-run case is merely

a restricted profit maximizing case where, when output is

fixed, maximizing the profit function converts to the

dual objective of minimizing costs. Hence the derivative

of the cost function with respect to factor prices also

yields the implicit factor demand functions (Shephard's

lemma).

Cardellichio (1985) criticized applications of the

dual cost or profit function approach in the forest

products sector on both thoretical and practical grounds.

After inspecting empirical studies involving this ap-

proach, he concludes that (1) there exist numerous data

problems and (2) there are too many discrepancies between

underlying theoretical assumptions and actual market

behavior for direct specification of empirical relation-

ships from the cost or profit functions. Data problems

include misaggregations which cloud trade-off inspections

and the dearth of appropriate data series. Misrepresen-

tative theoretical assumptions involve the suppositions

of perfectly mobile resources, zero adjustment costs

(Cardellichio, 1985, pp. 73), fixed stumpage input factor
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costs and identification of continuous (differentiable)

profit or cost functions which are defined in unit factor

costs.

In light of these difficulties, log demand equa-

tions were not derived from explicit assumptions on un-

derlying production functions. The availability of ap-

propriate time series data and theoretical considerations

formed the basis for specification of the structural

equations. The general structure of the model follows,

where the estimated descriptors are 7' Ps' and

The set potentially consists of 140 stochastic

relations as a result of the following dimensions: four

ownership classes, three species categories and seven

supply centers for log supply; and two products, two

capacity relations and seven demand centers for demand.

7D D + PD XD = (A)

7 5 + 'S X5 = (B)

where:

is a 56x1 vector of endogenous log demand variables
(quantity demanded by 2 industries and seven demand cen-
ters in three species classes);

is an 84x1 vector of endogenous log supply variables
(quantity supplied by 4 owner groups, 3 species classes
and 7 supply centers);
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XD is a 43x1 vector of predetermined variables (product
prices and capacity measures for each demand center);

X is a 106x1 vector of predetermined variables (price
and inventory by species, owner and supply centers);

7 s' i0qt 7r and P are coefficient arrays of dimen-
sion 84xB4, 84x106, 5x56 and 56x43 respectively;

/2 s and are random error vectors of dimensions 84x1
and 56x1 respectively.

The first seven equations of A are species type 1

log demand from the industry 1 in demand centers I

through VII; equations 8 - 14 of A are species type 2 log

demand from industry 1 in centers I through VII; ... ;

equations 36 - 42 of A are species type 3 log demand from

industry 2 in centers I through VII; equations 43 - 56

are industry 1 and industry 2 capacity equations for

demand centers I through VII. The first seven equations

of B are species type 1 log supply from owner class 1 in

supply centers I through VII; equations 8 - 14 of B are

species type 2 log supply from owner class 1 in centers I

through VII; ... ; equations 78 - 84 of B are species

type 3 log supply from owner class 4 in centers I through

VII.

Log demand by species is identified through the

following set of equations.
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A
iCCAPjt + 1]*1CAPrjt = CAPrj(t_l)

(Capacity Identity)

LDsjt
=[ssrjtvrjt_l]+ Xsjt + XCst + PBRCsjt

(Total Species Log Demand Identity)

where:

5srjt = supply of species s product r, demand center j,
period t, (MBF,LT or MSF, 3/8 basis)

CAPrj(t_l) = mill capacity for industry r, demand center
j, completed by the end of time period t-1,
(MBF,LT or MSF, 3/8 basis)

POVrjt = profit over variable costs for product r, center
j, time period t, ($/MBF,LT or $/MSF, 3/8
basis), where components of profit are dis-
cussed below

rsj(t-l) = price of product r, species s, demand center
j, period t-1, ($/MBF,LT or $/MBF, 3/8 basis)

LS53Peel= quantity of species s peeler logs in demand
center j, in time period t, (MBF,LS)

LDsjt = derived demand for species s logs, center j,
period t, (MBF,LS)

Vrjt = over-run for product r, demand center j, period
t, (MBF,LT/MBF,LS) or (MSF/MBF,LS)

X5 = species s log exports from center j, period t,
(MBF , LS)

CCAPrjt change in capacity (CAPt - CAPt...i) for
industry r, center j, period t, (MBF,LT or MSF,
3/8 basis)
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CAPmaxrjt= maximum capacity level during the five year
period prior to period t for product r, demand
center j

PBRCsjt species s chips solid wood equivalent and
roundwood consumed by the pulp and board indus-
tries, center j, period t, (MBF,LS)

XC = species s exported chips, solidwood equivalent,
center j, period t, (MBF,LS).

VIP = unexplained variation

r (lumber (L), plywood (P) }

j (1, 2, ... , 7}

Equation 1 defines each industry's capacity utili-

zation as a function of profit margin. it is derived

from the assumption that industry marginal costs can be

described by the relation:

MCt = Avct + 7 + l (5rjt/Crj(t_l))

where MCt and AVCt represent marginal cost and average

variable costs; 5rjt and CAPrj(t...l) are as previously

defined. Marginal costs exceed average variable costs in

proportion to the fraction of capacity actually util-

ized. Equating price with marginal costs in equilibrium

yields:

'rt = Avcrjt +YOrj + 7lrj1rjt / CAPrj(t_1)



or
Sr jt

CAPrj (t-l)

where: Ørj = - 7ørjI 7lrj '

lrj 1 /

POVrjt = profit over variable costs, defined below.

This is equation 1, above. The coefficient lrj is ex-

pected to be positive since marginal cost increases as

output approaches capacity (i.e. a positive Sign expec-

tation on 7lrj' This conforms to producer behavior

theory, as movements up the marginal cost curve reflect

increases in Supply price and capacity utilization.

Profit margin, POVrjt is defined as follows:

POVrjt = "rt - [ Crjt + Vrjt - l(PLrj + + TLrj)t 1

+ [ Vrjt * (RESrjt +BYPrjt) I

where:

rjt = regional weighted average price of product r,
period t, ($/MBF,LT or $/MSF, 3/8w basis),

Crit = production costs (labor, energy and other
materials) of product r, demand center j,
period t, ($/MBF,LT or $/MSF, 3/8k basis),

= + lrj1'0rjt + y
ør j
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= weighted average log price for logs transported to
center j for product r, period t, ($/MBF,LS),
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CLrj = weighted average logging costs for logs trans-
ported to demand center j, for product r,
($/MBF,LS),

T"rj = average haul cost of logs utilized in the
production of product r, center j, ($/MBF,LS),

RESrjt = price of utilized generated residue from
logs processed in production of product r,
center j, period t,($/MBF,LS),

BYPrit = price of other byproducts generated from
production of product r, center j, ($/MBF,LS).

Profit margin is the revenue received above variable

costs in the sale of product r. In other words, sub-

tracted from the exogenous unit selling price are all of

the following production costs: labor, energy, other

materials (combined into one manufacturing cost term),

wood fiber, felling, bucking, loading and hauling. Added

to this remainder is the revenue received from selling

all materials (residues and by-products) indirectly gen-

erated by the production process and sold.

Theoretically, high profits will induce increased

production through capacity expansions and mill start-ups

as producers enter the market. The lumber and plywood

industries have experienced profit shifts. For example,

from 1945 to 1960, the Douglas-fir plywood industry was

characterized by technical changes allowing more eff i-

cient utilization of sawlogs versus peeler logs alone and

the increased substitutability of capital for labor

(Simpson and Halter, 1963). Profits increased even
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further when the industry underwent a structural change

in the mid 1960's as waterproof glues were developed

enabling the use of plywood for exterior sheathing pur-

poses. But more recently, plywood profits have declined

because of increased log prices, especially of peeler

grades. McKeever and Meyer (1983) attribute this shift

to the decreased availability and increased removal costs

of old growth timber and an increased Japanese log export

market.

Equation 2 converts estimated capacity utilization

into product supply, while equation 3 allows disaggrega-

tion of product supply into product supply by species.

This is carried out so that derived log demand by species

can be identified. The treatment of lumber and plywood

produced by species varies in equation 3 due to the

availability of data. Equation 3a disaggregates lumber

production using the proportion of lumber value by spe-

cies relative to the total value of lumber produced.

This assumes that mill owners will use the previous

period's relative product values for gauging the most

profitable product types (species) to manufacture in the

current period. It allows for the influence of price

variation and is a simple naive expectations-type plan-

ning model in which the current period species proportion
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is a function of the previous period's value proportion.

Equation 3b separates plywood into species produced using

a factor defining the percent of peelable logs of a part-

icular species historically consumed in the demand center.

Equations 4 and 5 (page 57) determine mill capacity

and its changes over time. Equation 4 identifies capaci-

ty change in period t relative to total capacity avail-

able at the end of period t-l. Selection of this formu-

lation, adapted from Clark (1979), is explained below.

Mill expansions can be thought of as changes in

capital accumulations. Such changes arise through in-

vestments. Among different investment theories (e.g.

Keynesian, Neoclassical) there exist a number of factors

considered as significant determinants: output levels,

the price of output, existing capital stock, desired

level of capital, the market replacement value of the

capital stock, and the cost of the capital, where the

latter includes elements of taxation, internal rates of

return, depreciation and the prevailing market condi-

tions. Because of the unavailability of data regarding

specific capital costs and value, a simplistic investment

model is used. It is a Neoclassical model, where in-

vestment behavior can be viewed generally as some re-

sponse functionally related to current capital accumula-

tions relative to desired capital.
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The acceleration principle underlies this philosophy

as it specifies that, by the concept of derived demand,

an increase in output necessitates an increase in input

purchases (Ackley, 1978). It follows that expected in-

creases in production are accompanied by increases in

desired capital. Yet in light of factors such as con-

struction lags and financial and material resource acqui-

sition lags, adjustments from current capital services to

desired capital services do not take place instantaneous-

ly. Investments in any one period (i.e. the change in

existing capital from one period to the next) can be

considered as a proportion of the desired level of capi-

tal relative to actual capital. There is an :advantage in

determining current investments as a function of desired

future capital versus historical investments Depending

on how desired capital is measured, problemsare avoided

concerning the separability, substitutability and produc-

tion efficiency of different vintages of mill components.

[cAPrit_cAPri(t_l)] = frrj [DCAPrit_CAPri(t....l)] (i)

where: CAPrjt_l = capital accumulations (capacity) for
industry r, center j, period t-l;

DCAPrjt = desired capital, industryr, demand
center j, period t;
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'frrj = Cl Xr) the proportion of desired
changeactually occurring in industry
r, center j, where represents
that investment proporEon which is
delayed or lagged until a future
period, {ø < XrJ< l}.

Equation i represents a fixed accelerator model of

investment (Clark, 1979). Desired capital can be defined

with a variety of proxies. Desired capital measures were

assessed by Jorgenson (1971) who surveyed econometric

applications of flexible accelerator models tO the indi-

vidual firm's investment decision. He found that as an

independent variable, desired capital relative to actual

capital has been represented by measures of capacity

utilization, (e.g. output net of capacity, the change in

output between periods, sales, output/capacity ratio,

pressure on capacity), internal finance or liquidity

(e.g. debt capacity, degree of tax liability, debt/equity

ratio) and external finance or the cost of capital (e.g.

market rate of interest, net value of the firm, internal

rate of return, stock price). He concluded that by far

the most useful measure of desired capital is capacity

utilization. Most internal finance quantifiers have been

shown to be insignificant, while external finance factors

have only been significant when output measures are not

included in the model specification.
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Difficulties in compiling accurate finance data

series preclude the complete specification of an in-

vestment model incorporating finance measures. In gen-

eral, consistent mill finance measures are difficult to

come by. The glow of internal funds varies with the type

of mill structure (integrated or non-integrated) as well

as with the type of managagement (centralized or de-

centralized). In addition, measures such as debt capa-

city or debt/equity ratios do not exist in a form consis-

tently representing a mill's internal finance structure.

For example, one commercial banker explained that at his

institution, preferre& mills operate at a debt/equity

ratio of 3:1 or less while at the same time other types

of banks (e.g. savings and loan or land grant) may have

higher or lower criteria on which to base investment loan

decisions.3 The mere existence of a range in internal

finance measures acceptable for procurement of investment

funds indicates that even if such information was avail-

able to researchers, its consistency as an internal f i-

nance measure relative to investment rates may be

limited.

External finance factors are proxies for the cost of

capital. Internal rates of return and stock prices are

wayne Haslett, First Interstate Bank, personal communi-
cations, May 26, 1983.
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two significant descriptors noted by Jorgenson. Conf 1-

dentiality of mill finances limits the availability of

exact internal rate of return information. While stock

prices may provide a publicly available appropriate proxy

for this variable, it is likely that only the larger

mills have stock records. And in the Pacific Northwest,

there exists a range of mill sizes. Furthermore, re-

gardless of the type of capital cost measure employed, it

is often cited as the least reliable input. Clark (1979)

describes cost of capital measures as plagued with prob-

lems of measurement error, aggregation bias, inadequate

information on expectations, and a lack of incorporation

of risk premiums.

In light of the dearth of information on liquidity

and finance measures for sawmills differentiated among

subregions, capacity utilization is used here to repre-

sent desired capacity relative to actual capacity. Pres-

sure on capacity, a measure of output less the previous

capacity peak is chosen.

Deriving equation 4 for the demand set: the flexi-

ble accelerator investment equation (i) is divided by

available capacity (CAPrj (t-l) And, pressure on capa-

city is substituted for desired capacity relative to

available capacity:
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[cAPrit - CAPrj(t_l)]

= )4rjkrj I
+1LL

CAPr(t_l) L
CAPr(t_l) J

where CAPmaxrt represents the previous capacity maximum

within the previous five year period. This is the form

of equation 4 in the demand set. The sign expectation on

the investment proportion coefficient Lrj' is posi-

tive. With large positive differences between production

and potential capacity, the change in capacity is posi-

tive as expansions take place. The coefficient lfrlrj,

represents the proportion of desired investment actually

carried out within time period t. And, if lrj =

1 Xr)' Xrj can be considered as the proportion of

investment delayed.

Equation 5 simply converts this relative capacity

change into capacity in the current period. Equation 6

of the demand equation set is an identity defining de-

rived log demand as a sum of locally produced lumber and

plywood, the logs and chips exported from the Douglas-fir

region through each demand center and the small amount of

roundwood consumed by the pulp and board industries.

Because pulp production is capital intensive, good

series of capital cost and capacity investment behavior
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are crucial to accurate production estimates. Since this

information is unavailable, and since there are so few

mills in any given supply region, the process of modeling

the subregional pulp sector was not possible for this

analysis. Similarly, because of the nature and changing

structure of the board industry, board production was

treated exogenously. Therefore the logs consumed by the

pulp and board industries were calculated as a function

of the trends in percentages of roundwood (versus resi-

dues) historically consumed by the pulp and board in-

dustries, the quantities of residues generated by the

lumber and plywood industries, and exogenousJy determined

pulp and board production.

This exogenous consideration of pulp anc board only

partially allows inspection of the localized secondary

impacts of these growth industries on the log market and

lumber and plywood industries. Technological changes

have promoted expansion of the development and use of

reconstituted wood products. Such products are, for

example, substitutes for plywood in sheathing. And since

they are less costly to produce they have invaded and may

continue to invade the plywood market. But their impact

on local lumber and plywood markets is limited to indi-

rect and partial affects in (1) the residue revenues re-

ceived by sawmills and plywood/veneer mills, and (2) the
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regionally generated lumber and plywood prices used as a

basis for the subregional analysis. However, this par-

tial incorporation of impact, as well as the :relati17.y

low volumes of roundwood (versus residues) actually con-

sumed by the pulp and board industries suggest that the

slight information gained from exogenous specification of

pulp and board is preferable to the relatively large

errors potentially possible through misspecification of

pulp and board cost functions.

Log supply by species is identified through the

following set of equations:

LQ.g. upp1y quations

LSsjt° øsi° +1510PL5t +2sfuvcsit° + V
for o={NF, OG}

Fl Fl a Fl
LSsjt / 'sit +151FIPL5t +

OP = ' ,OP + 7 OPL ..7 .oPI OP
LSs1t 'øsi lsi sit 2si sit + ()

-z
(8) LS51t - o LSsjt° + ILS51t + cICHP51t

where: LSsjt° = species s harvests front owner o's land,
supply center i, time period t, (MBF,LS)
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pLt = weighted average stumpage price for
species s, center i, period t, ($/MBF,LS)

UVC° = uncut volume under contract from owner
o's land, species s, center j, time
period t

Ift0 = species s inventory from owner o's land,
center i, period t, (MBF,LS)

ILSsit = species type s logs imported into supply
center i from outside the Douglas-fir
region, period t, (MBF,LS)

cICHP5t = species s chips imported into supply
center i from outside the Douglas-fir
region and converted to log equivalents,
period t, (MBF,LS)

s E {Douglas-fir (DF), Western Hemlock (WH),
Other Softwoods (OS))

o 6 {National Forests (NF), Other Government
COG), Private Industrial (Fl), Private
Nonindustrial COP))

i E {l,2,...,7)

t E {1945, 1946,...,1982)

(A) and /2. are unexplained variation in public, Fl
and OP supply estimates

Equation 7a - 7c reflect the different harvest re-

sponse of public and private owners according to objec-

tives and available resources. Harvest levels from pub-

lic lands depend on market conditions and inventory ac-

cumulations or allowable cut levels and the amount of

uncut volume under contract. Generally, National Forest

stumpage supply is not considered price responsive since
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agency policies do not incorporate price and price expec-

tations in determining timber offerings, (Haynes et al,

1981). However, the amount actually cut in any period

(versus the volume sold) may be related to current

prices, as the timber sale contract holders judge profit

possibilities over the life of the contract. Hence posi-

tive signs are possible for public stumpage price and

uncut volume under contract coefficients. However, since

the price distribution of the backlog of uncut contracted

volumes varies over time, this relationship may not be

evident.

There are two forms for the private supply equa-

tions, equations lb and 7c, initially specified in Adams

and Haynes (1980). Each estimates the relationship be-

tween an owner group's harvest quantity, stumpage price

and inventory holdings. Stumpage price is used in place

of log price because the latter can be considered equal

to stumpage price plus the unit cost of extraction which

may be taken as fixed in any given period, i:.e., is

independent of the volume cut. Stumpage price is also

more appropriate for some types of owners, e.g., non-

industrial private owners, who supply standing timber

rather than logs.

The inclusion of stumpage inventory as a factor in

log supply is suggested by Brnnlund et al (1985) in
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conforming to theoretically derived supply functions.

Theoretically, harvests will be greater with higher stock

levels available from which to draw. Long_term manage-

ment objectives are indirectly reflected in the exoge-

nously specified net growth function (rate of growth less

mortality) and land use change adjustments incorporated

into the inventory calculations, (refer to Chapter

Three).

Limited information exists on a time series of land

use changes. Alig et al (1983) have addressed the im-

portance of endogenously incorporating land area changes

into stumpage supply estimations. They have also dis-

cussed some of the potential problems with modeling this

issue. Population growth patterns, technical advances,

differing management objectives of owners and the demand

for non-forest related products relative to forest pro-

ducts all interact to determine timberland use and owner-

ship changes (Alig et al, 1983). Endogenous land use

change estimations are complex and currently exceed the

available resources of this study. So, they :are treated

exogenously here.

Relative log prices by species are not included in

the supply equations; so issues of joint supply (i.e.

interdependently produced species) are not explicitly
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incorporated into the analysis. By definition of the

data sets, each species class is represented as a pure

stand. However, a mixture of species actualiy comprises

each inventory unit, where each unit is described by the

dominant species. So harvests from one species class are

not technically independent of other species classes. If

producers wish to favor one species, they will draw from

a stand characterized by a higher proportion of that

species. But since the species mix of a particular

harvest is not perfectly adjustable, and data don't exist

on historical stand mixes at this level of resolution,

supply by species could not be modeled interdependently.

Furthermore, the method of data construction for the

stumpage price series (refer to Chapter Three) precludes

the use of relative prices by species in the structural

equations. Consequently, (1) an owner's revepue function

for one species is assumed not affected by the harvest

quantity of a different species; and (2) there exists the

traditionally assumed ineffectiveness of one firm's

(owner group's) actions on changing market prices within

the competitive system.

Higher price elasticities are expected or private

industrial supplies versus non-industrial log supply.

This is because private industrial supply more closely

follows profit maximizing behavior and thus is more res-
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ponsive to price fluctuations. Private non-industrial

supplies tend to be less price responsive as non-economic

considerations (amenity values) are incorporated as well

as a tendency to manage for short-term (inimediate income)

needs versus long-term profit maximization. Additional-

ly, higher per unit extraction costs are often realized

for non-industrial private owners due to smaller tract

size. Fixed transaction costs are not spread over large

volumes of contracted tiniber and therefore profit margins

are smaller (Row, 1978). Hence larger price increases

are needed to induce stumpage harvests from non-indus-

trial owners.

Equation 8 aggregates each species supply equation

over ownerships and then adds those logs and chips im-

ported into the supply center. This represents total log

supply by species from supply center i.

Finally, Equation 9, below, represents the market

clearing condition. In equilibrium the sum of logs

leaving the supply centers must equal the sum entering

all of the demand centers. It is important to note that

this doesn't imply a closed system. All logs produced in

the Douglas-fir region are not consumed in the region.

Imports and exports are incorporated into the supply and

demand equations. For instance, logs entering a demand
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center can be targeted for export out of the subregions,

as accounted for in equation 6.

(9)



CHAPTER THREE: DATA

DEMAND

For modeling log demand, information was needed

about the major secondary markets. These were specified

as lumber, plywood, and pulp, board and exports. Since

each demand center is differentiated by production pro-

cess, compilation was required at the countylevel.

Then, aggregation was required across counties into the

appropriate demand centers. Sometimes this information

was only available on a mill-by-mill basis such that each

mill was tracked over time, its statistics aggregated

first into counties and eventually into the appropriate

demand regions. Specific compilation procedures follow.

Lumber

Production figures were collected on a county basis

from annual issues of Western Wood Products Association

publications. These figures were available on a county

basis for most counties in the Douglas-fir region. How-

ever for disclosure reasons, some production information

was aggregated over several counties. In such cases,

when the aggregation did not fall within a specified log

demand subregion, production was disaggregated using a

proportioning scheme based on near year annual production

76
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levels during times when the information was available in

an individual county basis. And when historical and

future information was not available for constructing the

proportions, Forest Industries directory publications

(1946-1978), were used to determine individual mill pro-

duction capacities and number of operating shifts. This

information was then aggregated into counties and then

into the appropriate log demand regions.

Mill capacity estimates for each demand center were

developed using a general index of capacity. Specifical-

ly, trend-through-peak levels (Klein and Summers, 1966),

were adjusted by production and profit-price peaks to

determine historical mill capacity. The adjustment was

made to accomodate identification of capacity levels

which were constrained by limited product demand levels.

As an example, in demand center one, production peaked in

1964 yet prices were fairly low. The lack of a strong

price increase indicated that capacity limits were not

reached. But in 1978 and 1979, both production and

prices peaked, implying that production levels were

pushing capacity limits. This indicated that capacity

and not product demand limited production leels; capaci-

ty utilzation was high. This is the philosophy with

which the mill capacity series were constructed.
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Production costs were separated into stumpage,

stump-to-mill deck and manufacturing costs. Stumpage

prices were collected from National Forest Timber Busi-

ness Quarterly Reports (1945-1950, 1952-1983), otherwise

known as cut-and-sold reports. Cut prices were used,

as they reflect the market conditions in the current

year, while sold prices reflect current expectational

market forecasts. The cut prices were weighted into

demand centers based on log flow patterns and placement

of the National Forests in the supply and demand centers.

For the few years when reports were missing, prices were

linearly trended.

Stump-to-mill deck costs included logging, bucking,

loading, and hauling. They were compiled from Forest

Service Summary of Timber Sale Appraisal Elements4 and

were weighted with the same scheme employed in the de-

velopment of the stumpage price series. These costs were

only available for a period of 1966-1983. So, for pre-

vious years, each weighted series was regressed with an

available Douglas-fir region cost series, (Adams et al

(1979), such that the subregional demand costs for early

years are, in the same way, proportional to regional

U.S.D.A. Forest Service. Annual Issues: 1966-1983.
Summary of Reports of Timber Sales, Standard Report Form
5, on file at Pacific Northwest Research Station,
Portland, Oregon. Form 2100-17.
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costs.

Lumber production costs were collected from cost esti-

mates used by the National Forest Appraisal system.

Since these costs are actually a weighted average of

plywood and lumber production costs, plywood costs were

separated from lumber costs using an algebraic manipula-

tion outlined by Adams5 based on peelable and actually

peeled log percentages per subregion. These percentages

and their trends over time were determined for each

center from Industrial Forestry Association publications

(1945 - 1983) and with local species percentage factors.

For projection purposes the lumber manufacturing

cost series was broken down by labor, energy and other

materials. The bulk of labor costs involve payroll dis-

tributions. Payroll information was collected from U.S.

Department of Commerce (1947-1951, 1953, 1956, 1959,

1962, 1964-1975a, 1976-1981). These sources recorded the

number of employees, taxable payrolls, and total number

of mills reporting for each county on a two, three, and

four digit Standard Industrial Code (SIC) basis.6 When

Darius N. Adams, personal communications, 1/5/85.

6 These data were not available for all counties over
all sample years because of disclosure problems or inade-
quate sample year census questionaire response. In these
cases, estimates were made by either (1) using a residual
calculated by subtracting all reported figures from the
total amount in the applicable next higher SIC category,
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aggregated to the demand center level, these figures

allowed approximations of labor effectiveness ratios

(person hours / production unit). When multiplied by

regional wage rates in the lumber industry, (U.S.

Department of Commerce, l975b; 1983), these ratios al-

lowed calculation of labor costs per production unit.

Energy and miscellaneous costs were taken as a residual

of total production costs less labor costs. They were

extrapolated by regression on the All Commodities

Producer Price Index.

Lumber prices used in the analysis were available by

species categories (Douglas-fir, Western Hemlock and

other softwoods). They are average realizations on lum-

ber shipments7. Volume weighted average prices and

prices by species were also available from these sources.

Logs consumed by the lumber industry in each demand

region were identified using log production studies and

mill surveys (Austin, 1969; Manock et al, 1969; Bergvall

and Gedney, 1970; Bergvall and Holtcamp, 1971; Wall,

6 cont. (assumed to be a fairly accurate measure since
even with disclosure problems, the number of mills was
reported over all categories, and their sum agreed with
the number of manufacturers in the next higher SIC cate-
gory); or (2) using efficiency estimates in Other coun-
ties of the same demand region and size class mills.

Tally sheets compiled by the Western Wood Products
Association (1967 - 1982) and formerly by the West Coast
Lumbermans Association, (Marilyn Crocker, personal commu-
nications).
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1972; Schuldt and Howard, 1973; Bergvall et ai, 1975;

Bergvall et al 1977; Howard and Hiserote 1978; Bergvall

et al, 1979). Where gaps in the county data existed,

based on established log flow patterns, (Austin, 1969)

proportioning schemes were developed and used on total

flow figures.

These figures, along with lumber production figures,

were used to develop over-run factors. Over-run is a

ratio of product produced per log input. This factor is

necessary for converting some of the cost data from a log

basis to a lumber basis. As discussed by Adams and

Haynes (1980, p.19), over-run has changed over time due

to changing average log diameters, milling methods and

production factor costs. Estimates of over-run were

derived directly from log and lumber series. When gaps

previously existed in the log series, over-run figures

were linearly extrapolated, inverted and multiplied by

lumber production as a second check on the prcportioning

schemes developed to fill those gaps.

Plywood

Production information was collected on a mill-by-

mill basis from the Annual Panel Review (Lumberman, 1953-

1961; Forest Industries, 1962-1982). These sources pro-
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vided softwood plywood and veneer production figures on a

3-ply, 3/8 inch basis. The plywood capacity series was

constructed using the same adjusted trend-through-peak

method described in the lumber industry data section.

Plywood production costs were not available for each

subregion. Therefore they were calculated by adjusting

American Plywood Association cost figures (Pacific

Northwest-Westside Annual Issues) by the demand center's

plywood capacity utilization relative to regional utili-

zation. It is based on the assumption that the closer to

average regional capacity utilization a mill center

operates, the closer it's manufacturing costs are to

regionally assessed costs.

The manufacturing cost breakdown into more specific

cost series was handled in the same fashion used for

lumber production costs. Costs were identified by their

stumpage, stump-to-mill deck, labor and other cost (ener-

gy, glue) components. A description of the stump-to-mill

deck and stumpage costs collection procedures is found in

the lumber data section (page 76). Labor costs involved

with the manufacture of plywood were collected in the

same basis as collected for lumber, U.S. Department of

Commerce (1947-1951, 1953, 1956, 1959, 1962, 1964-1981,

1983). The weighted average cut stumpage price found in

U.S.D.A. Forest Service Cut and Sold Reports is the
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stumpage price currently used in this analysis for the

plywood sector. It is weighted over peeler and sawlog

grade logs. The two grade classes are not distinct in

application. Certain size and quality sawlogs can be

used as peeler logs, and vice versa.

Over-run figures were developed using the plywood

production data series and log consumption levels. The

quantity of logs consumed by the plywood industry in each

demand region was identified using log production studies

and mill surveys (Austin, 1966; Manock et al, 1969;

Bergvall et al, 1977; Howard and Hiserote 1978; Bervall

et al, 1979, Howard, 1984). As in the lumber data con-

struction, where gaps existed in the data, proportioning

schemes based on log flow patterns were devised to com-

plete the information set.

Pulp

Historical subregional pulp production was collected

on a mill-by-mill, daily basis (Lockwoods Directory, 1947

- 1981), and aggregated into demand centers. Figures on

average annual number of operating days (mill surveys:

Manock et al, 1969; Bergvall and Gedney, 1970; Bergvall

and Holtcamp, 1971; Schuldt and Howard, 1974;; Bergvall et

al, 1975, 1977, 1979; Howard and Hiserote, 1978; Howard,
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1984) were used to determine annual production. The wood

fiber consumed in pulp production was then determined

with weighted solid wood equivalent conversion factors

(developed from Hartman et al, 1981). This wood quantity

was separated into two components, residues and

roundwood, using information from mill surveys, Ruderman,

(1982) and Austin, (1969a). The percentage o wood fiber

consumed as roundwood versus residues has declined over

the years and currently varies from about eight percent

of the wood consumed in the Puget Sound area (most of

demand center I) to about zero percent in West Central

Oregon (parts of demand centers III, IV and V).

Board

The quantity of wood consumed by the board industry

was calculated in a fashion similar to that used for pulp

production. On a mill-by-mill basis, board production

figures were collected for hardboard (l/8 basis) parti-

cle board (3/4 basis) and insulation board (l/2 basis),

(Forest Industries, 1962-1982; Howard, 1984)., These were

aggregated to the applicable county and then demand cen-

ter levels. Using volume, weight, percentage of timber

species consumed and specific gravity information

(Hartman et al, 1981), these figures were then converted

to solid weight equivalents so that wood consumption
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aggregation could be made across board types. Residue

and roundwood consumption figures were collected f row the

same sources used for the pulp industry.

Exports

Exported raw material consists of logs and chipped

material. Historically, logs have been exported from the

ports of Anacortes, Everett, Bellinghaw, Tacoma,

Aberdeen, Olympia, Port Angeles and Longview, Washington;

and from Portland and Astoria, Oregon. This jnformation

was available by ports for the years 1964 - 1981 from

Ruderman (1982) and from Austin, (1969a). So, figures

from each port were aggregated into the appropriate de-

mand center, allowing identification of percertages of

total exports cowing from each demand center over time.

These percentages, averaged and trended backwards, were

used to extend the series of log exports by demand center

across the earlier years of 1950 - 1963, using the a-

vailable total Douglas-fir region exports (Adams et al,

1979) for those years. Most log exports (approximately

70 percent) originated from Washington demand centers I

and II, while the remainder came from Oregon demand

centers II, IV and VII.

Information on exported chipped material was avail-
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able from the same sources listed above. However, it was

only provided by Washington and Oregon custom district

totals instead of on a port-by-port basis, So, chip

exporsere disaggregated into demand centers using the

log export proportions.

In addition, log and chip export figures were broken

out by species categories using exported species figures

from Industrial Forest Association Composite Sales Anal-

yses (1964 - 1981). The chipped wood figures were report-

ed in units of oven-dried, short tons. So finally, these

figures were converted to log equivalents using weight,

volume and solid weight equivalent conversion factors by

species (Hartman et al, 1981).

SUPPLY

Information required for the log supply component

included annual cut stumpage prices, logging costs, and

inventory by owner group, species and supply region.

Logging costs and cut stumpage prices by species were ex-

tracted from Forest Service Appraisal Summaries and Cut

and Sold Reports. Available for each National Forest

(NF) in the Douglas-fir region (Gifford Pinchot NF,

Olympic NF, Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF, Mt. Hood NF, Rogue

River NF, Siskiyou NF, Siuslaw NF, Umpqua NF, Willamette

NF), these figures were weighted into supply subregions
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by areal placement of forests in supply subregions.

Cut stumpage prices were not available by species

for the early part of the study period. So, for these

years, the weighted average (by species) cut price was

disaggregated using information on the harvest quantities

by species and the absolute relationships among species

prices in later years. Logging costs used to calculate

elasticities were held constant across species and across

ownerships but were differentiated by supply centers. In

future analyses, given information availability, these

cost series could be adjusted to better reflect cost

differences across owner groups. Only available for the

period of 1966-1983, the costs actually used were

weighted from the National Forest level into supply cen-

ters by county. Then, each weighted series was regressed

with an available Douglas-fir regional cost series (Adams

et al, 1979) such that the subregional supply logging

costs are proportional to regional costs for the early

years.

Inventory

Inventory information was not available over time by

owner group, species and supply region. So, it was gen-

erated using a growth-drain modeling approach. This



technique is simply an accounting system, whe*e inventory

additions (growth) and depletions (mortality and harvest

removals) and other changes (land use or ownership

shifts) are used to adjust inventory levels over time

with a finite difference equation:

Ift° = 'si(t-l)

-LS51 (t-l)

where:

Ij0 = Species s inventory of owner o in supply
center i, time period t.

G5j(_j)° = Growth rate of owner o's inventory, species
s, supply center i, in time period t-l.
(Growth is expressed as a function of
inventory.)

Msj(t_])° = Mortality rate of owner o's inventory,
species s, supply center i, in time period
t-l. (Mortality is expressed as a function of
inventory.)

TCsj(t_l)° = Rate of timberland change for oner 0,
species s, supply center i, during period
t-1, expressed as a function of inventory.

LSsi(t...l)° = Harvests (log supply) from owner o's land,
center i, species s, in time period t-l.

The system was run backwards and forwards through time,

starting from the date of the most current inventory:

southwest Oregon (Bassett, 1977), west-central Oregon

o[l + Gsi(t_l)° - Msi(t_l)

0
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0
+ TCsj(t_l)
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(Jacobs, 1978), northwest Oregon (Mel, 1979), southwest

Washington (Bassett and Oswald 1981a), Olympic Penninsula

(Bassett and Oswald, l98lb) and Puget Sound (Bassett and

Oswald, 1982).

These publications listed inventory holdings by own-

ership for each county in the study area. (Refer to

Appendix A for a list of the counties included in each

inventory group as well as the initial period of these

study's inventory projections.) Although they did not

explicitly provide holdings by species and ownership per

county, such inventory information was derived by propor-

tioning ownership-county holdings by the percentage of

each species held by the relevant owner group within the

entire study area. These were broken down into counties

and then re-aggregated into the appropriate supply

centers, yielding sawtimber inventory by owner, species

and supply region for the sampling year.

As mentioned, inventories were available for the

dates noted in Appendix A. Since inventories were also

available for other points in time, one method considered

for constructing inventory over time was to develop an

annual net growth rate which linked the inventories (and

harvests), hence allowing annual calculations of inven-

tory. However, this procedure was inapproprióte due to
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the changes made in the sampling design and specifica-

tions across inventory time periods.

Instead, net growth rates were developed as a simple

function of inventory in the entire Douglas-fir region

for each study period. The absolute quantities of re-

ported net growth (growth less mortality) were divided by

the absolute inventory quantities in order to come up

with net growth as a percentage of inventory. In this

way, differences between inventory procedures across time

were not as important since percentages versus absolute

volumes were employed.

Forest Service assessment information (:US.DA

Forest Service 1958, 1965, 1973, 1982) was used to de-

velop the net growth rates for 1952, 1962, 1970 and 1977.

These reports provided the necessary information for de-

termining net growth percents weighted over all species

by ownership in the Douglas-fir region. Also derivable

from these series were net growth percentages per spe-

cies, weighted over all ownerships in the Douglas-fir

region. The latter set of information was used to weight

the former such that net growth percentages were de-

veloped by species and ownership categories. Then-these

figures were linearly trended between and beyond assess-

ment dates to produce an annual time series of net

growth. The resulting weighted percentages and their
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trends compare favorably with observations made by others

directly or indirectly: Beuter et al, (1976) charac-

terized National Forest and Bureau of Land Management

(Other Government) lands with low growth rates due to the

high predominance of old growth timber, while private

lands were characterized by high growth rates due to

heavy early harvests leaving currently fast-growing young

stands. The historical harvest patterns noted by Wall

(1972) also imply private versus public inventories would

have faster growth rates currently. Additionally,

Douglas-fir growth rates relative to rates of other spe-

cies have oscillated according to when other species

became desirable (marketable) and were harvested.

The rate of change in timberland represents the

owner's inventory base increases or decreases due to (1)

conversion of land from timberland to non-timberland uses

(through road construction or urban development) and (2)

timberland exchanges (sales or purchases of timberland

from other ownership categories). Annual rates of tim-

berland change are computed using information from

Bolsinger (1973), Oswald (undated), Bassett and Oswald

(1981a, 1981b, 1982), Gedney (1981) and U.S.D.A. Forest

Service annual issues on National Forest land area

changes. For National Forests, net NF system land area
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(gross area less private lands within NF boundaries) and

areas set aside for wilderness and primitive area desig-

nation were available. Private land change sources pro-

vided land use change information on a half state and

private ownership category basis. Subregional inventory

species proportions by owner group were used to disaggre-

gate these changes into appropriate categories. These

estimates are only rough approximations of actual changes

yet are incorporated into the difference equations in an

effort to accomodate some of the structural changes oc-

curring from land area redesignations.

Harvests

Oregon and Washington harvest reports (Lloyd, 1973,

1975 - 1979; Metcalf, 1963, 1964; Oregon State, 1977 -

1983; Wall, 1965 - 1972; Washington State, Annual Issues)

provided the necessary information on timber removals by

owner and county. Removals include growing stock and

some non-growing stock (e.g. cull) sources. This makes

its use in the growth-drain model somewhat inconsistent

since the inventory series represents only growing stock,

as cull material is eliminated through the net growth

function. Yet due to the relatively small cull volumes

and the lack of more appropriate information, this har-

vest series was employed.
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For early years (1945 - 1948), harvests by indivi-

dual ownerships were not available. In this case, the

available total harvests were disaggregated using near

year average proportions of flows by owner group. This

weighting scheme was also used to disaggregate harvests

from private lands into forest industrial and non-indus-

trial private categories for the years 1945 - 1967. To-

tal harvests by owner and county were then brOken down by

species using the species proportions developed from na-

tional forest harvest information. These proportions

were used over all ownerships within each county even

though holdings and hence species harvested may vary

slightly across ownerships within each county. And

again, the harvest information was first compiled by

county and then aggregated into the appropriate log sup-

ply subregions.

For National Forest log supply equations, the series

on uncut volume under contract were constructed from

National Forest Cut and Sold reports, information on

uncut contracted volumes for years 1974 - 19838, the

species proportions series from National Forest harvests,

and ratios of sawtimber:cull and miscellaneous products

derived from sale appraisal sheets.

8(Unpublished tabulation on file at the U.S.D.A. Forest
Service Pacific Northwest Regional Office).
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Non-federal public uncut volumes were computed using

cut:sold volume ratios from the National Forest sector,

initial uncut contracted values from Austin (1969a) and

harvest species proportions. Historical log flow pat-

terns of timber volumes sold by the Forest Sfrvice are

not noticeably different from those of BLM timber sales9.

So the bulk of other government harvests go to the same

type of mills in approximately the same location with

respect to the timber resource. Hence the use of

National Forest information was thought not inappropriate

in constructing uncut volumes under contract.

Imports

Other sources of raw material supplies are those

logs and chips imported from outside the Douglas-fir

region. The bulk of log imports come from Canada into

the Washington customs district, (Ruderman, 1982; Austin,

1969a). These flows were disaggregated by species using

export species proportions developed from annual reports

(Province of British Columbia Ministry of Forests, 1980).

Also, a small amount of chipped material is imported from

Canada into Oregon and Washington customs districts

(Ruderman, 1982; Austin, 1969a). These figures were pro-

Graves, P.F. 1986. A Study of 0 & C Marketing Areas.
Unpublished paper on file at Bureau of Land Management,
U.S. Dept. of Interior, Washington D.C., 137 p.
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portioned into species categories using the same method

described above.

A].]. data are on file at the U.S.D.A. Forest Service

Pacific Northwest Research Station, Portland, Oregon.



CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

Structural parameter estimates of equations 1 - 6

are obtained using two-stage least squares (Theil, 1953

and Basmann, 1957), except where noted. Full system

methods such as three-stage least squares were not feasi-

ble since the number of parameters exceeds the number of

observations available in the data set. Standard errors

are used as a statement of the confidence intervals of

the estimates'0. Autocorrelation corrections were ob-

tained using the iterative Cochrane-Orcutt method as modi-

fied by Fair (1970) for simultaneous equation systems11.

LOG DEMAND

Lumber and Plywood

Estimation results for lumber supply (equation 1,

Chapter Two) are reported in Table 1. All equations were

corrected for first-order autocorrelation. The relation

10 Refer to Maddala (1974) for a discussion of various
tests of significance in simultaneous equation models.

11 The Durbin-Watson statistic (D.W.) is used to signify
the degree of first order serial correlation remaining
after correction. [It is preferred over a Durbin-h sta-
tistic since lagged endogenous variables are excluded from
the model, Durbin (1957); Nerlove and Wallis (1966).] The
D.W. is reported since even with convergence, the
Cochrane-Orcutt technique only quarantees a local, not a
global, optimum value of the error correlation coefficent
used to transform the equation.
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Table 1. Lumber Capacity Utilization

Demand
Center Intercept

97

}Iargin DW. B2

Notes: Sample period: 1948 - 1982. Dependent variable
is capacity utilization. Parenthesized figures are stan-
dard errors of the coefficient; while * indicates esti-
mate is significantly different from zero at the 95%
significance level. D.W. = Durbin-Watson statistic,
critical values at a 95% significance level:dL=l.38,
dul.5l. R squared is the coefficient of determination,
unadjusted for degrees of freedom.

for demand center II ( Olympic Penninsula) exhibits rela-

tively poor explanatory power. However, the elasticity of

the original equation was not unreasonable; so the esti-

mate was retained.

Plywood equations were estimated with the form of

equation 1, Chapter Two and are reported in Table 2. All

I 0.7008 0.0055 2.01 .45
* (0 0455) *(O,00l6)

II 0.7976 0.0044 2.36 .31
* (0 .0312) *(000l8)

III 0.7782 0.0053 1.78 .47
* (0 0295) *(000ll)

IV 0.6316
* (0 0726)

0.0049
*(O,0019)

1.90, .67

V 0.7320 0.0064 1.70 .64
*(004l2) *(O,00l3)

VI 0.6496 0.0060 1.78 .60
* (0. 0546) *(000l6)

VII 0.7683 0.0041 2.14 .69
* (0 0403) *(O,00l5)
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}Totes: Sample period: 1967 - 1982. Dependent variable
is capacity utilization. Parenthesized figures are stan-
dard errors of the coefficient; the symbol * indicates
estimate is significantly different from zero at the 95%
significance level. The symbol U@U indicates that the
coefficient was constrained to that implied by the price
elasticity of demand center II. D.W. = Durbin-Watson
sEatistic, critical values at a 5% significatkce level:
d =1.08, dU=l.36. R squared is thecoefficient of deter-
mination, unadjusted for degrees of freedom.

estimates were corrected for first order autocorrela-

tion. A sample period of 1967 - 1982 was used for esti-

mation stability, necessitated by structural changes

within the industry and the advent of the southern ply-

wood industry during the mid-1960's. The estimation for

Demand
Center

Table 2.

Intercept

Plywood Capacity Utilization

Margin

I 0.5610 0.0071 1.78 .36
*(.0336) ( @)

II 0.6616 0.0080 2.28 .75
* (0 0873) *(00043)

III 0.5959 0.0180 2.32 .45
*(O.114l) *(0.0092)

IV 0.6354 0.0093 1.60 .43
*(O.114l) (0.0092)

V 0.7517 0.0100 1.99 .63
*(Og47O) *(O.0032)

VI 0.7039 0. 0033 2.06 .12
*(O.0936) (0.006 8)

VII 0.7630 0. 0053 1.90 .26
*(0068l) (0.0060)
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the Puget Sound area, demand center I, produced a negative

price coefficient with a high standard error. So, the

margin coefficient was constrained by the price elasticity

of demand center II. The profit margin series for this

area is characterized by high variability. During 1965

1975 internal and external plywood industry expansions

occurred as average mill capacity increased and new mills

were constructed. After the mid-1970ts, smaller mills

closed down and average recoveries increased. Profit

margins varied during this time as decreases in production

costs through efficiency increases were countered by ris-

ing wood costs due to increased old growth scarcity and an

expanded log export market (McKeever and Meyer, 1983).

Product price elasticities are of interest since the

quantity of logs consumed depends in part upon the level

of product production. Product price fluctuations cause

movements along the product supply functions. This leads

to a change in the level of logs' consumed. The respon-

siveness of each mill center to product price changes is

evident in price and margin elasticities, (Table 3). Sub-

regional elasticities and their relationships are similar

to those estimated at the regional level for this time

period12. For example, plywood price elasticites

12 Darius 14. Adams, personal communications, 1/21/1988.



Table 3. Product Supply Elasticities

AGGREGATED OVER ALL $PECIES
Demand Lumber Plywood
Center Z4argin price Margin Price

100

Note: Elasticities are computed at sample means.

are somewhat greater than those for lumber; margin elas-

ticities are close to zero. In fact, all subregional

elasticities for both products are fairly low. Despite

technological advancement, the declining size of sawtim-

ber and increasing procurement costs may limit price

responsiveness in product markets.

Elasticities are also similar across demand centers.

In order to determine whether the corresponding price

parameters were statistically different, a Chow test was

used and is summarized in Table 4. For the computation

of the table's F* ratios, price coefficients were re-

stricted and dummy variables were used to allpw the

intercept term to vary across centers. The table shows

that lumber margin coefficients across demand: centers are

not significantly different from each other. But ply-

I .15 .58 .18 .33
II .08 .48 .17 .32

III .10 .56 .27 .71
IV .10 .61 .15 .36
V .13 .70 .11 .38

VI .20 .66 .05 .12
VII .06 .46 .05 .20



Table 4. Chow Test Zor ubregional Log pemand
pifferences

Lumber 4argin plywood Margin

Computed F (F*)

Critical F at 95 per
cent significance
level (F05)

2.10 4.24

3.00 3.11
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wood margin coefficients across demand centers signifi-

cantly differ from each other. This conforms to the

knowledge that with relatively lower capital costs and

flexibility in the size and form of raw wood processed,

lumber production levels can shift rather rapidly in

response to price fluctuations. This is unlike plywood,

where the available configuration of the timber resource

and the vintage of mills is more restrictive. Hence

subregional differences play a major role in:distin-

guishing plywood productuion fluctuations across sub-

regions; while they are not as important for lumber.

Plywood elasticities are greater in centers charac-

terized by large flucutations in production. They are

generally higher for areas having larger size mills.

Elasticities in southern areas are lower, possibly due to

the dependence of older vintage mills on the large diame-
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ter old growth timber available at a more or less fixed

level from public lands. However, comparisons are diffi-

cult to make about these areas because of the high stan-

dard errors on the profit margin coefficients.

Elasticity comparisons across lumber spec: ies can

also be made by proportioning the price coefficients by

ratios computed in equation 3a, page 56, and using data

on lumber production by species. Table 5 shows that in

all centers Douglas-fir lumber supply is somewhat more

elastic than it is for other species. For Douglas-fir

comparisons across centers, price elasticity is least for

demand centers II and VII. This may be a consequence of

the proximity of these mill centers to limited log sup-

plies. Center II is closest to log supply areas charac-

terized by the smallest Douglas-fir species distribu-

Table 5. Lumber Supply Price Elasticities by Species

Demand Douglas- Western Other
Center em1ock oftwoods

Note: Elasticities are calculated at the sample mean.

I .72 .49 .34
II .62 .41 .29

III .65 .45 .32
IV .74 .51 .37

V .81 .59 .39
VI .85 .62 .41

VII .51 .45 .29
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tions. Center VII is closest to supply areas charac-

terized by the highest depletion of inventories.

The species proportioning scheme for plywood pre-

cludes such comparisons from being made since the ratio

in equation 3b is formed with only quantity units, which

cancel each other out in species elasticity computations.

This results in equal species elasticities across demand

centers and is not unreasonable since plywood prices are

not usually distinguished by species in the market. (The

species breakdown is provided here for purposes of deter-

mining logs consumed by species for later use.)

Mill Capacity Adjustments

The tables below display lumber and plywood mill

capacity change estimates, equation 4, page 56.

Estimation results for centers II, III and V were weak.

Ordinary Least Squares minimally improved the estimation

for center II; however, ordinary least squares did not

improve the fit for demand centers III and V. Despite

relatively high standard errors on the independent vari-

ables, these estimates were retained since they produced

predicted capacity levels which tracked actual capacity

fairly well.

Plywood capacity change estimates were corrected for

first order autocorrelation in all demand centers except
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Notes: Sample period: 1948-1982. Dependent variable is
capacity change relative to available capacity; indepen-
dent variable is pressure on capacity relative to avail-
able capacity (equation 6, Chapter 2). Parenthesized
figures are standard errors; the symbol * indicates coef-
ficient is significantly different from zero at the 95%
level. R squared is the coefficient of determination,
unadjusted for degrees of freedom; D.W.=Durbin-Watson
statistic, (critical values: dL=l.38, dt=l.Sl). TSLS and
OLS refer to two-stage least squares an5 ordinary least
squares estimation methods respectively.

center VII where the Durbin-Watson statistic falls within

the inconclusive interval. Capacity expansion equations

worked poorly for most plywood centers. Plywood produc-

tion is more capital intensive than is lumber production.

Demand
Center

Table 6. Lumber Mill Capacity

Pressure on
Intercept Capacity D.W.

Change

$ethod

I .00194 .02628* 1.95 .46 TSLS
(.00370) (.01327)

II .01308 .04061 1.99 .58 OLS
(.01017) (.03806)

III .00636 .04633 1.88 .49 TSLS
(.01342) (.03273)

IV -.00488 .02594* 1.68 .83 TSLS
(.02500) (.01380)

V .00988 .03145 1.77 .73 TSLS
(.01008) (.02217)

VI .01055 05354* 2.00 .41 TSLS
(.01006) (.02869)

VII .02343 .07 36 0* 2.02 .25 TSLS
(.01797) (.03362)



notes: Sample period: 1966-1982. Dependent variable is
capacity change relative to available capacity; indepen-
dent variable is pressure on capacity relative to avail-
able capacity, (equation 6, Chapter 2). Figures in paren-
theses are standard errors. The symbol * indicates coef-
ficient is significantly different from zero at a 95%
level of significance; I indicates the coefficient is
constrained to that of demand center 4. R squared is the
coefficient of determination, unadjusted for degrees of
freedom. D.W. is the Durbin-Watson statistic, (critical
values: dL=l.08, du=l.36). TSLS and OLS indicate two-
stage least squares and ordinary least squares estimation
methods respectively.

And, when mill closures occur, the mills are not always

immediately broken down and sold, (Dane, 1985); so when

market conditions allow, these mills can reopen quickly,

Table 7. Plywood Mill Capacity Change
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Demand prcciir (n
Center Intercept Capacity D.W. 2 ethod

I .00436 .01265* 2.27 .80 OLS
(.00481) (.00609)

II .04469* .20365* 2.01 .57 OLS
(.01764) (.04954)

III .06204* .21288* 1.51 .28 OLS
(.02755) (.10852)

IV .00179 .04634 1.82 .45 TSLS
(.01762) (.02816)

V -.00786 .04634 2.11 .68 TSLS
(.00918) ( I)

VI .01723 .08874* 2.28 .49 OLS
(.00974) (.03477)

VII .00451 .06190* 1.27 .22 OLS
(.00839) (.03073)
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making delays less lengthy. This results in more dramatic

fluctuations in subregional plywood capacity than in lum-

ber capacity and might be a factor here in estimation

difficulty. These fluctuations are also somewhat evident

when comparing plywood to lumber capacity chaige coeff i-

cients. The coefficients are larger for plywood, sug-

gesting fewer delays.

In most cases, the capacity change equation inter-

cepts were not significantly different from zero, indi-

cating that changes don't take place unless there is a

disparity between available and desired capacity. The

expected positive sign and magnitude (less than one)

resulted on all pressure-on-capacity coefficients, con-

forming to the concept that mill expansions take place

when production levels approach maximum capacity. These

coefficients are fairly low because capacity does not

change in large magnitudes from year to year, while the

pressure-on-capacity measure is relatively large since it

includes the difference between current production levels

and the maximum capacity attained during the previous

five year period. Intuitively, the low coefficient also

makes sense since, in the formulation, the pressure-on-

capacity variable includes current period's production

levels. Since these or their expected levels are not

attained until part of the period has passed, capacity
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adjustments in response to the current period's informa-

tion also does not start occurring until partof the

period has passed. Hence the capacity changeactually

occurring within the period is small.

The nature of the investment decision process and

the unavailability of quantified information involved in

expansion decisions has previously frustrated other ef-

forts to estimate capacity changes. In order to view how

closely the capacity change equations estimated here

tracked actual capacity, predicted capacity (computed

with the above estimates and Equation 5, Chapter 2) was

plotted with actual capacity for each industry and demand

center. Although there are too many to display here,

these graphs illustrate that the capacity equations show

a good ability to track long-term capacity but with

dampened and slightly lagged short-term fluctuations.

Lumber mill capacities and estimated capacities were

closer than those for plywood mills, This was probably

due to the smoother long-term trends for sawmill expan-

sions over time and is also a consequence of the be-

havioral specifications indicative of formulation method-

ologies such as those used here. The capacity series were

constructed somewhat subjectively using trend-through-peak

and price peak observations. And, in simulation, capacity

is determinined with two structural equations. One is an
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identity while the other involves a lagged difference as a

proxy for desired capacity, the independent variable.

LOG SUPPLY

Numerous, but ultimately unsuccessful attempts were

made to estimate log supply functions for ind.vidual

supply centers. Data problems prevail at this level of

disaggregation, contributing to estimation difficulty.

The construction of the species data (harvest and inven-

tory volumes and cut prices) was particularly problematic

as was the dissaggregation of many of the series across

supply centers. (Supply center boundaries heze did not

often conform to those defined by data sources.) In an

attempt to use the subregional information, the centers

were partially aggregated into three areas: supply cen-

ters I and II comprise the northern westside area (NWW)

area; centers III, IV and V comprise the mid-westside

area (MWW); centers VI and VII comprise the southern

westside area (SWW).

In addition, applying two-stage least squares to the

public supply equations resulted in a poor fit of the

model. One cause of this was non-zero cross equation

error correlations, possibly resulting from dissaggrega-

tion of National Forest, State and BLM information into

supply center data sets. So, in an attempt to Improve
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the efficiency of the estimations, the equations were

estimated simultaneously as a set or as a system of equa-

tions rather than with a single equation method. The

method used was the Zellner estimation of seemingly unre-

lated regressions, (Zellner, 1962). even with these aggre

gation schemes and estimation techniques, resultant esti-

mates (Appendix B) were still relatively poor, charac-

terized by high standard errors of the coefficients and

low explanatory power.

Public Supply

Estimation of the public supply equations generally

resulted in significant positive intercepts and price

coefficients which were not significantly diUerent from

zero. This is generally consistent with government sus-

tained yield policy. Interpretation of the ptedominantly

negative uncut volume coefficient is unclear, complicated

by the price distribution of the backlog of uncut volume

accumulations as well as the timing of periodic changes

to the data series in construction. Additional work on

this is reserved for future research.

Private Supply

Except were noted, private supply equations were

estimated with two-stage least squares, where an equiva-
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lent instrument set was used across estimations. The

structural relations (discussed in Chapter Two) donot

include a lagged price and so do not represent an adap-

tive expectations model. In principle harvests should

adjust to some price change expectations. Single period

and various inultiperiod polynomial distributed lag

schemes were applied in an attempt to construct a repre-

sentative model of adaptive expectations behavior. How-

ever, these attempts met with limited success across most

areas, ownership classes and species groups. In order to

produce more consistently representative equations for

making the comparisons outlined in the study objectives,

lagged price was dropped from the private supply struc-

tural equations.

For the private industrial equations, the har

vest/inventory model structure (equation lb, Chapter

Two), used for the NWW and MWW industry estimations

produced significant positive price coefficients across

all species except for the NWW-other softwood equation

where the significance test just misses. The harvest/in-

ventory model did not work well for SWW forest industry

supply equations. The SWW is characterized by the most

rapid inventory depletion, with the highest harvest/in-

ventory ratios in the region during the first half of the
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period. Adams and Haynes (1980) discuss how, when re-

gions are characterized by low inventories, pdce respon-

siveness is limited. Their solution to this problem was

used here, where harvests are estimated as a function of

price and inventory (equation 7c, Chapter Two). Resul-

tant inventory elasticites (Table 8) are higher for this

supply area within the ownership class.

Log price elasticities, also in Table 8, are higher

than stumpage price elasticities. This conforms to

Haynes' (1977) work with elasticity relationships when

constant marketing margins are incorporated into the

analysis. In this model, a constant cost mark-up was

assumed for converting stumpage into logs. Across sub-

areas, price elasticities are typically higher for spe-

cies supply when a subarea is characterized by a higher

species proportion.

Equation estimations for non-industrial private

supply behavior produced generally poor correlations of

cut to price and inventory. The exception to poor nonin-

dustrial supply estimations was the NWW area estimation,

where positive significant price and inventory coef-

ficients generally resulted. The NWW is characterized by

the highest percentage of non-industrial private timber-

land within the Douglas-fir region. It also has the

highest level of international trade activity within the
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Table 8. Stumpage Price, Log Price and Inventory
Elasticities for Douglas-fir, Western Hemlock
and Other Softwoods Private Industrial Supply

note: Elasticities are computed at the sample means.
DF, WH and OS respectively refer to Douglas-fir, Western
Hemlock and Other Softwoods species categories.

region as a whole. Those distinctions, along with the

areats market responsive behavior of industrial and non-

federal suppliers, potentially provide the individual

owner with greater market information.

Supply behavior is typically difficult to estimate

for nonindustrial owners. Non-economic objectives com-

monly enter into this ownership's harvest decision pro-

cess. such objectives are difficult to quantify and

contribute to estimation difficulty. In the TAMM re-

gional model, attempts to estimate non-industrial supply

Supply
Area species

Stumpage
price

Log
price Inventory

NWW DF .26 .43 1.00
WH .30 .79 1.00
Os .83 1.73 1.00

MWW DF .68 1.03 1.00
WF1 .60 1.40 1.00
OS .67 1.28 1.00

SWW DF .42 .69 1.84
WF1 .03 .09 1.05
05 .07 .14 1.41
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equations uproved fruitlessu for the Pacific Northwest-

westside (Adams and Haynes, 1980, page 37). As indicated

above, this was also the case at the subregional level

for all subareas except the NWW, where objectives appear

to be more economically oriented. The estimation result

for NWW nonindustrial supply illustrates how inspecting

subregional relationships can provide more definitive

information than can regionally generated relations.

For all supply equations, the species, ownership and

subregion breakdown does not appear to provide statisti-

cally robust estimates. Therefore elasticity comparisons

among owner groups are not possible. Similarly, no in-

formation would be gained by computing aggregate supply

equations by combining individual ownership equations for

each species group. This finding addresses one of the

purposes of this project: to determine the (im)practi-

cality of generating high resolution log supply equa-

tions. Others have also experienced limited Success in

estimating supply equations by species and subregion,

finding that the data produced reasonable estimates if

broken down by subregion or by species, but not by

both'3.

With the dimensions defining data in this report,

13 As yet unpublished hardwood study by P. Cardellichio
and C. Binkley.
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numerous data aggregations are possible (e.g. across

owner groups within subregions, across species within

owner groups and subregion, across owner groups and sub-

regions within species classes, etc.). After the limited

success discussed above, some of these data aggregations

and subsequent estimations have been preliminarily pur-

sued. However, in view of the objectives specified at

the outset, more extensive work in the area js reserved

for future work.



CHAPTER FIVE: IMPLICATIONS

VALIDATION

Model plausibility can be assessed structurally

through an inspection of the underlying logic and the

application of theory. The validity of a model can also

be assessed empirically by determining how close actual

and predicted model values compare, among other descrip-

tively testable statistics. The choice of empirical

validation tactics for insuring the subregional model

provides useful output depends on the availability of

information with which to compare results and the nature

and purpose of the analysis. If the purpose of this

model was to provide exact demand and supply:equations,

necessary checks would include statistical tests of good-

ness-of-f it. Yet since output requirements are more de-

scriptively qualitative in nature, empirical verification

strategies more appropriately involve assessments of the

ability of the subregional model to relatively mimic ac-

tual trends and turning points, and to provide a framework

for comparing local market factors.

Structurally, this model is complex in its dimen-

sions, yet simple in each individual relation estimated

within the overall model. Buongiorno (1987) supports the

115
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power of a simplistic model for its ability to capture

extreme or unusual relationships. Here, loca;lized.log

supply equations are based on a per species basis instead

of some weighted average configuration. Cost and inven-

tory are arguments in the supply relations; log demand

equations are formed with profitability, technical and

processing capacity measures. Purely competitive markets

are assumed. Even though this may not absolutely repre-

sent actual market conditions, the assumption potentially

provides an efficient vehicle for describing general

market trends.

There exists a fore-runner to the basic structure

of this analysis. The Timber Assessment Market Model

(Adams and Haynes, 1980) methodologies provide the frame-

work for developing log demand functions through the

conversion of final product demand. The under lying forms

for estimating private stumpage supply have also been

previously specified in TAMM. Yet this subregional study

also deviates from TAMM in structure and those adapta-

tions require examination.

The concept of price expectations is treated indi-

rectly in the demand system. Derived demand for timber

used in lumber production is identified by species using

historical relative species values to predict future
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markets. This is a simplistic method of allowing for the

influence of price variation on producer behavior.

The supply equations are short-run behavioral rela-

tions and hence do not endogenously account for shifting

land ownership (exogenously specified in the inventory

model) and long run changes in silvicultural management

intensities (implicit in the growth functions). In addi-

tion, unlike the regional model, an attempt was made to

estimate public supply relations. But measurements of

the included variables and estimates of corresponding

coefficients create interpretational concerns. Harvested

volumes and prices represent cut values and not sold

values. Some of the sold volumes accumulate year-to-year

under the uncut volume under contract (UVC) tally. So,

the UVC variable actually represents some distribution of

previously sold but not cut stumpage. With annual

withdrawals and additions to UVC, the distributional

character of its content varies.' These shifts are embed-

ded in the variable as constructed and are therefore not

explicitly captured in the public supply relations.

As in TAMM, peeler and sawlogs are not differen-

tiated in the log supply equations. A weighted average

log price per species was used. This was a necessary

simplification due to the already large dimensions of the

problem and the mutually inclusive nature of both log
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type classes.

Empirically, the plausibility of a modei is sup-

ported by correct signs and low standard errors of the

estimated coefficients. In this study some, not all, of

the expected signs and magnitudes of coefficients and

elasticities resulted. But many of the equations were

poorly fit, with relatively high standard errors of the

coefficients.

One of the issues this study explored was how useful

the detailed data could be in providing meaningful estimates

of site specific market behavior. The difficulty in

estimation addresses that issue. While the demand equa-

tions were generally good enough to be retained according

to each of the seven demand centers, log supply data had

to be partially aggregated into three areas (from seven)

in order to provide more acceptable equations.

Problematic econometric estimations encountered at a

subregional resolution suggest that either the data are

inadequate for estimating such fine detail or the subre-

gional markets behave so similar to regional markets that

subregional breakdowns are in general unnecessary. Both

of these conditions probably prevail. Various estimation

strategies were used in an effort to circumvent some of

the data problems. The use of an estimation technique
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which accommodated non-zero cross-equation error correla-

tions somewhat improved the supply equation tesults.

Data series compiled at a subregional level can, by

definition, be related. Data generation schemes that

weight or proportion certain series impose a linear de-

pendence among resultant dissaggregated series. This

type of data construction was used as infrequently as

possible here; yet it was unavoidable for cer:tain ineas-

ures within the public log supply equations. Therefore

these equations were estimated simultaneously as a set

rather than with a single equation method. Yet even with

these adaptations, supply equation estimations were fair-

ly unsuccessful at this level of resolution.

Finally, for the log demand equations, predicted and

actual values were compared to assess the ability of the

model to track historical magnitudes. Too numerous to

present here, product supply and capacity equations per-

formed satisfactorily, mimicing long-term trends and

turning points, and mapping short-term fluctuations with

somewhat dampened responses. Exceptions were plywood

equations for the Puget Sound and southern Oregon areas

(centers I, VI and VII). As previously discussed, -ply-

wood estimations were particularly problematic for these

areas producing poorly fit equations.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The first four objectives specified in Chapter 1

aimed at quantifying subregional log market characteris-

tics and determining if local market differerces exist

within the region as a whole. Pursuing attainment of

these objectives involved delineating log demand and

supply centers, specifying market demand and supply

functions, compiling and analyzing data and estimating

the market equations. The issues raised in the previous

section notwithstanding, this research effort addresses

the objectives and overcomes some of the information gaps

specified at the outset of this report.

Construction of the data set (Chapter Three) allows

inspection of quantifiable differences among subregional

characteristics in a generalized and in a more analytical

sense. General comparisons are made in Chapter Two, where

the figures illustrate historical trends in subregional

wood product production and timber harvests by species and

ownerships. More specific comparisons are made through

the econometric analysis (Chapter Four) which allowed

computation of some subregion specific elasticities.

The observed elasticities' differences reveal some

information about subregional comparisons. For example,

across subareas private industrial supply price elastici-

120
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ties by species are greater for subareas characterized by

high proportions of the particular species. Since such

observations are less discernible on the demand side, a

Chow test was used to determine if there exists an actual

difference between subregionally and regionally generated

product price coefficients. It showed that there is no

significant difference in price elasticity for log demand

by the lumber industry, but there is a difference across

subregions for the plywood industry.

However, simplifications imposed by the relative

paucity of subregional data limit the ability of the

econometric analysis to unerringly provide "correct" or

reliable results. As indicated in the previous section,

log supply estimation attempts were fruitless when based

on the initial data set delineated by seven supply subre-

gions. Partially aggregated into three supply areas, the

data were more useful, with erratic behavioral trends

somewhat smoothed. But even at this level many of the

equations were poorly fit, likely due to the inherent

subregional data problems and possibly also due to the

omission of variables which could not be measured at this

level of resolution. This observed difficulty in estima-

tion contributes to understanding the limitations of sub-

regional log market data.
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The fifth objective of this study was tO evaluate

the suitability of linking a local model to a regional

model such as the Timber Assessment Market Model. Even

if equations could be adequately estimated after aggrega-

tion across appropriate dimensions, one concern regarding

the potential linkage model employing the equations in-

volves the transferability of information originating

from either the subregional or regional levels. Specif i-

cally, there may exist a disparity between the regionally

generated market information and the aggregated subre-

gional information. For example, since the hulk of time

series comprising the subregional econometric data set

has been compiled independently from those employed in

TAMM, market clearing stumpage and product quantities may

differ. However, in an effort to keep track of these

potential differences during compilation, many local

series were aggregated and compared with the regional

series. Differences were relatively minor, but their net

effect will be unclear until the linkage model is actual-

ly produced. If the model is developed and implemented

the aggregation of subregionally generated information

must be comparable to the regional figures.



FUTURE WORK

In light of the difficulties encountered in econo-

metric log supply estimation by species, owner ship and

subregion, a linkage model developed later might only

explicitly address the relationship between: regional and

subregional owner groups' supply behavior. An economet-

ric species breakdown of regional supply information may

exceed the limits imposed by data availability.

With this simplification, a regional-subregional

model might take the form charted in Figure l6. Some of

this work is already completed (e.g. the log demand, mill

capacity, and log inventory components) while information

for other components (e.g. the log supply disaggregation

by species which takes place after the log allocation

component) is already available through results of this

study. The linkage between each model is alsp already

partially accomodated for through the transfer of re-

gional product market clearing prices rj from TAMM to

the subregional log market model. These prics along with

subregional product supply equations, log/product conver-

sions and log supply equations can be used to define log

flow directions and quantities in a spatial eçuilibrium

context. The output would be aggregated across appro-

priate dimensions and compared with TAMM output for con-
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sistency. Adjustments in subregional production alloca-

tions could be made until some level of conveigence is

reached between subregional and regional solutions.

Of course, the computational cost of iteratively

computing subregional log allocations would have to be

weighed against the value of information gained. A high

cost would suggest the need to simplify the linkage

model. One such alteration could be to reduce the log

allocation spatial equilibrium model to a simpler minimum

transportation cost linear program network.

After convergence between levels is reached the

period would be incremented and the process would be

repeated. supply outputs from the linkage model would be

subregional harvest flows by owner, species and supply

area. Demand information would be log consumption and

product production by species and demand center. Outputs

would be internally consistent with regional estimates

and would have allowed for the transfer of information

between subregional and regional levels.

But before a linkage model can be developed, ac-

ceptable subregional equations must be estimated. This

will be explored in future work. In particular, a method

of utilizing the available species specific information

will be addressed and the form and suitability of econo-
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metric public supply equations and nonindustrial private

supply equations will be assessed.
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APPENDIX A

Table A.l. Inventory Sources Listed by County and
Inventory Date

Date of
Counties nventory ouces

Puget sound: 1980 Bassett and
Island, King, Oswald (1982)
Kitsap, Pierce,
San Juan, Skagit,
Snohomish, Whatcom

Olympic Peninsula: 1980 Bassett and
Clallam, Grays Oswald (1981b)
Harbor, Jefferson,
Mason, Thurston

southwest Washington: 1979 Bassett and
Clark, Cowlitz, Oswald (1981a)
Lewis, Pacific,
Skamania, Wahkiakum

Northwest Oregon: 1977 Mei (1979)
Clackamas, Clatsop,
Columbia, Hood
River, Marion,
Multnomah, Polk,
Tillamook, Washington,
Yanthill

West Central Oregon: 1976 Jacobs (l978)
Benton, Lane,
Lincoln, Linn

southwest Oregon: 1975 Bassett, (l977,
Coos, Curry, Douglas, revised ]979)
Jackson, Josephine
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APPENDIX B: Supply Equations by Species C1ass, Owner
Group and Supply Center

Table Page

B.l Douglas-fir 141

B.2 Western Hemlock 143

B.3 Other Softwoods 145

motes for Tables .1 -
Public Supply equation form (except where noted):

LS°5 =04
+ lsi + 2UVC°s

LS/I signifies the Forest Industry Supply equation's
form (except where noted):

Fl iFI _LS si 0 'lsi
LS signifies the Other Private Supply equations' form:

LS° 1P5j+ j& lopi
si= 0 2 5].

D.W. is the Durbin-Watson statistic. Critical values
are:d=l.33, du=l.58 for Public, Other Private and Forest
IndusEry area 6 & 7; dLl.39, dul.5l for all other
Forest Industry equations.

R squared = coefficient of determination, unadjusted
for degrees of freedom.

The symbols * and ** respectively indicate that
the coefficient is different from zero at the90% and 95%
significance levels.

Parenthesized figures are the standard errOrs of the
coefficients.

Estimation Method abreviations are: OLS for ordinary
least squares, TSLS for two-stage least squares and SYS
for Zellner estimation of a system of equations.



Note: @ indicates the coefficient has been constrained to the price
elasticity of National Forest Douglas-fir, centers 6 & 7.

Table 3.1.a. Douglas-fir, Public upp1y

p.W.. K2
Estimation

Method.

NATIONAL FOREST

Supply Uncut Volume
Center Intercept Price Under Contract

1&2 111456.53 -284.18 -0.02577 1.60 .05 SYS
(35450.46)** (427.87) (.03630)

3,4 & 5 695175.52 1249.85 -0.00046 2.05 .50 SYS
(1858244.50) (@) (0.03929)

6&7 425890.26 1203.37 -0.10823 1.41 .72 SYS
(114379 .27)** (1526.10) (0.07568)

OTHER PUBLIC

l&2 104432 .66 756.03 -0.32708 2.77 .67 SYS
(69230.11) (1637.31) (.09806)**

3,4 & 5 351240.45 1569.35 -0.08752 2.07 .62 SYS
(139651 .37)** (1847.63) (.05179)*

6 & 7 321964.24 46.05 -0.03029 2.25 .69 SYS
(146992 .67)** (2123.88) (.08596)



Tabi- D.l.b. Pouglas-fir, Private upp1y

D.W.

.13

Estimation
Method Form

FOREST INDUSTRY

Supply
Center Intercept Price Inventory

1& 2 0. 01299
(.00178)**

0.00012
(.00004)**

2.00 TSLS LS/I

3,4 & 5 0.01771 0.00073 1.70 .50 TSLS LS/I
(.01249) (.00029)**

6 & 7 -1133598.10 10061.62 0.08541 2.01 .82 TSLS LS
(692138.01) (7517.80) (.02342)**

OTHER PRIVATE

1 & 2 20160.98 377.44 0.00512 2.01 .26 TSLS LS
(31403.21) (153.82)** (.00541)

3,4 & 5 269399.65 1030.24 -0.01228 1.89 .52 TSLS LS
(233982.47) (868.22) (.02457)

6 & 7 -315347.29 97.72 0. 03289 1.88 .76 TSLS LS
(28923 78) (437 .L83i (.01406)**



NATIONAL

Table .2.a. Western flinlock. Public Supply

FOREST

Supply Uncut Volume Estimation
Center Intercept

254647.74

Price Under Contract D.W.

.47

Method,

SYS1 & 2 -3011.95 -0.24470 2.22
(766361.69) (3578.24) (.11163)**

3,4 & 5 992985.70 -3450.15 -0.416 04 1.94 .82 SYS
(179226.08)** (2049.44) (.09461)**

6 &7 40832.89 -139.39 -0.22149 1.89 .83 SYS
(12139.91)** 329.95) (09777)**

OTHER PUBLIC

l&2 342687.18 465.31 -0.32579 1.96 .71 SYS
(79011.47)** (3153.55) (.09398)**

3,4 & 5 100674.94 495.21 -0.02698 2.22 .17 SYS
(67203.15)** (879.96) (.05504)

6 &7 226564.43 1636.32 -0.03295 1.98 .57 SYS
(67203.15)** (3525.90) (.04809)



FOREST INDUSTRY

Table .2.b. Western hemlock, private upp1y

Supply Estimation
Center Intercept

0.02056

Price Inventory .W, E2

.48

Method Form

1& 2 0. 00056 1.85 OLS LS/I
(.00475)** (.00028)*

3,4 & 5 0.01437 0.00116 1.84 .58 TSLS LS/I
(,00344)** (.00020)**

6&7 -49325.56 151.87 0.05224 2.12 .59 TSLS LS
(74105.56) (2276.77) (.02104)**

OTHER PRIVATE

l& 2 -188326.85 8699.29 0. 06208 1.87 .55 TSLS LS
(131937.05) (2789.28)** (.02717)**

3,4 & 5 173912.43 -866.10 -0.04067 1.95 .32 TSLS LS
(46188.33) ** (534.55) (.02002)*

6&7 17687.04 -393.15 -0.02668 1.91 .47 TSLS LS
(10860.43)



Note: Coefficient is constrained to supply centers 6 & 7's coefficient
for other softwood National Forest uncut volume under contract.

NATIONAL

Supply
Center

Table B.3.a. Other softwood. Public upp1y

E2

.54

Estimation
Method

FOREST

Intercept

260438.42
(163802.83)

Uncut Volume
Price Under Contract p.W,

2.081& 2 1618.89
(1542.76)

-0.23343
(.12659)*

SYS

3,4 & 5 738927,04 1977.53 -0.67462 1.83 .71 SYS
(161631.27)** (5073.49) (@)

6 & 7 645839.66** 1331.10 -0.67462 2.74 .71 SYS
(177969.03) (1506.74) (.08443)**

OTHER PUBLIC

1 & 2 18961,70 4195.64 0.01071 2.22 .62 SYS
(83634.72) (2181.88)* (.07217)

3,4 & 5 147428.15 2603.14 -0.23335 2.18 .32 SYS
(13700.30)** (3285.31) (.17064)

6 & 7 266056.09
(78029.91)**

403.28
(440.92)

-0.30309
(.07809)**

1.81 .80 SYS



Table .3.b. Other Softwood. private upp1y

Estimation
2. $ethod rorm

FOREST INDUSTRY

Supply
Center Intercept price inventory p.w.,

l& 2 0.00737 0. 00112 1.80 .43 TSLS LS/I
(.01641) (.00070)

3,4 & 5 0.02809 0.00179 - 1.93 .46 TSLS LS/I
(.01635)* (.00062)**

6&7 -177144 51 1388.21 0.10314 2.22 .92 TSLS LS
(355893.35) (8665.91) (.03722)**

OTHER PRIVATE

1 & 2 324612.23 2793.22 0.12162 1.87 .44 TSLS LS

(173185 .46) * (1665.16) (.04868)**

3,4 & 5 -437695.75
(224029.67) *

1532.98
(1215.48)

0.18777
(.08084)**

2.08 .69 TSLS LS

6 & 7 -111904.99 -627.86 0.13200 2.19 .80 TSLS LS
(93066.82) (610.04) (.06866)*


